THE 2013 LIGHT INTEL COLLECTION

by Sandra Walter

2013: Stepping through the Gateway of LIGHT
January 11, 2013
The Shift just gets more and more brilliant, doesn’t it? The brilliance of Mastering
one reality while another dies off – I absolutely love it. Think of our experience
here, Masters. Why in this realm would we create something as dull as make it
clear to everyone on the planet that something huge has occurred to begin this
fantastical journey of merging with all that we are? It is brilliant to have no drama
during the initial week of 2013, because it challenges our Mastery of choices,
wisdom, beliefs and fortitude.
With the veils gone, we now have the opportunity to fine-tune our perception and
capabilities to abolish all illusionary nonsense. January may get intense
energetically, and it certainly proposes some thrills and chills to those walking
between worlds, but we are receiving many days to adjust, rest, integrate and
decide what our experience will encompass. Brilliant, and I appreciate the selfimposed downtime while so many are clutching at what to do next.
Your choices are still the same
5D Ascension began on the 121212 when Gaia fully ascended and created the
platform for us to experience her as a 5D planet. Choices currently available
include:
- 4D self gets to experience transcendence to 5D if you choose this process; a full
merge with your higher expression where you dwell upon 5D Gaia. The
Ascension gateway is open for easy access until the March equinox, then
ongoing for as long as the 4D New Paradigm is operating. Look into the physics
behind what is occurring here if you think a 5D ascension is a metaphysical cult
delusion.
- Currently the Ascended ones get to walk between (ask anyone experiencing
eyes open 4D/eyes closed 5D) and embody the 5D Christed Self/Mastery level

right here in 4D. You can embody this state of consciousness and create
miracles, healing and truly empower others. It also makes for a logical
progression to 5D ascension, and is much easier on the body vehicle.
- Star folks and other consciousness who are playing different roles for HUmanity
get to step out of the body whenever their work is done. Some appear and
disappear at will, some die in a body as voluntary victims, some don’t realize who
they are and unconsciously kill the body with beliefs, some get crushed by the
illusion. No judgment on failed missions, all is successful engagement, all is well.
- Unifying all of one’s expressions with open communication and clarity through
your 4D expression (open conduit) is available depending on your journey,
capabilities and choices.
Pure intention to serve opens up all Ascension possibilities.
4D is wild, isn’t it?
We have been training ourselves (literally in most cases) to perceive the highest
truth we were prepared to experience. No judgment on where you are on your
path; your choices are your choices and they can be changed at any point you
desire. Open up, the unknown is way more interesting than the familiar in my
perspective.
4D is what we used to call dreamstate, and we’re beginning to experience that
mid 4D blend of waking and dreaming. Eventually dreams and hours of sleep will
not be needed. The life review in dreamstate we had during Dec 21- 25 sent
Ascending ones onto the next level, and oh how bizarre and fascinating it is!
Dreams become an interactive training ground for multidimensionality. Star family
and new-to-me hybrid races are showing up in dreams, and we’re having the
conversations I had hoped for last Summer. Getting reacquainted with everyone
during these visits feels warm and loving, and a bit like catching up with family
during the holidays. The parallels between worlds are clear – and now we know
why.

Realize there is little difference between dream and awake states for Ascending
folks. Create more of what you desire in your awakened state, and watch your
dreams change. You are communicating directly as one consciousness; unified
with all of yourself. As your perception changes to interpret reality properly, the
focus of your consciousness can be attuned quickly with minimal effort. Try it, use
the Zero Point dynamics to your advantage, Masters. The collective dream has
seemed like a movie for Ascending ones for a while; now we learn how to change
it. The more conscious dreamers we have creating the new in the awake state,
the faster the collective dream will Shift.
The illusion is running on an iron lung at the moment. It can survive for only so
long; appreciate that the collective is giving us this challenge. People who are
numb to their own consciousness will not sense the Shift. The question is, when
will your judgment of them change? Judgment includes frustration with others, the
need to save people or to suffer on their behalf.
Detached compassion is the New Paradigm; be sure to apply this to yourSELF as
the old self dissolves. Judgment, righteousness and vengeful payback scenarios
are part of the old paradigm, and it is gone. Unplug the life support on the
departed; the new arrival needs your attention.
As I said last year, I love that it is up to HUmanity now to break through the
illusions and empower ourselves to ascend our consciousness or step out of the
game. Masters, angelics, and channel entities are stepping back to let HUmanity
do our thing. We all agreed: I AM an Ascended Master, a Divine HUman – don’t
steal my end game from me! I want to break through all that stands between me
and my multidimensional divine self. Note that Mastery empowerment comes
from within FIRST, then you join the higher realms in co-creating. Creator-InCarnate side note: An Ascended HUman has way more creative capabilities than
an Archangel, Elohim or Yahyel; why do you think we were the obsession of the
galaxy for so long? It ain’t over til it’s over, beloveds. There are miracles beyond
any expectation awaiting Fully Ascended HUmans.

Gatekeeper Shifts
The merging of lower dimensions provides Gatekeepers with the ability to walkbetween-worlds and engage in hyperspace travel. Be open to receive prearranged symbols, codes and metaphors (language of light) encodements which
open the combination lock of your sacred stargates within. I see the portal I have
been building through 2012 as a big stargate around my sacred heart center. The
solar gateway within me, encircled by symbols in gold-crystalline-diamond light,
are clicking into place and opening more of the gateways to higher dimensions as
I merge with all that I AM.
My Divine Entourage is mySELF. Through the prism of Solaris (the Sun), my
divine guides appeared as higher realms, higher entities and energetics labeled
as *Archangels* or *Masters* or *Guides* – now I see them as aspects of
mySELF, interconnected creations to serve the divine experiment of life in a body
on an ascending planet. I know it had to be that way, and the collective agreed to
that perception, but Unity consciousness reveals all of this as one big integrated
conglomerate. The true nature of Source-in-carnate trumps any kind of deluded
hierarchical systems.
To clarify: this doesn’t mean I AM all of the beings I have channeled or
encountered in the past, but there is a good deal of multidimensional spread
through many of these realms. Honestly, it doesn’t matter any more – nor does
the idea of labeling dimensions or densities – but these will probably be used until
folks transition to the new perception. From the center of Source consciousness, I
AM.
Seeing other realms is frequent now, and sensing subtler energies is a key to
more acute awareness of portals, vortexes and collapse cone energetics; the
effects of magnetic balancing and REstructuring. Often the collapse of magnetic
fields sounds like a rumble; similar to subtle thunder without the flash. Sometimes
you will hear them, other times you might feel these areas like a small vortex or

whirl of frequency shifts. I walked into one on a stroll to the lake a few days ago,
and my friend felt it too. Like walking into a whirlwind, only it is energy rather than
wind. Use the inner meters to sense whether these moments of vertigo, spin or
shifts are there for your attention or balancing the elementals. Here in Shasta I
AM experiencing a lot of interaction between dimensions, but sometimes the whirl
is just magnetics.
My Ascended (5D) self is experiencing consistent zero-point-divinity and a lot of
deep healing (hence my sleepiness since the 121212). It is also beautiful to share
this new world at last; I was unable to interact with other HUmans in the past on
the 5D expression of Gaia.
Building bridges: Gatekeepers are creating portals and stargates for others to
access. It begins within and is then manifest in both worlds, bridging them for
access. While the veils are at their thinnest, we may show those who are
choosing ascension these gateways, but no gatekeeper is allowed to grant or
deny access. It is a wildly creative process utilizing deep metaphors, symbols and
unique connections (light language codes). We hold these gates open for as long
as our journey supports this activity. Martyrs and saviors are an old frequency of
judgment, as is any kind of hierarchy. Our roles are our roles, and all is well.
Unification for support is helpful, and I invite those who are aware of their
Ascended Mastery, Gatekeeper role, or Planetary Council participation (new one
for me) to contact me if you wish to co-create sharing of Light Intel to benefit the
collective. Please, no egoic constructs or guessing games (either you know what
is up or you take my eCourse, okay?) The veils are gone; naked Emperors need
not apply.
5D Ascended HUmans
The physics of a dimensional shift depended on many factors which came into
play last month. The Mastery journey includes transformation of the physical – a

Creative Evolution of form and consciousness. The beautiful part of Ascending
one’s frequency is embracing the truth of love. The truth of the hows and whys
are changing, but the frequency of light intelligence known as unconditional love
will not diminish until Source has completely exhausted the possibilities for this
Universe.
We are at the beginning of a great Creator exhale (Inhale receives information
and recalibrates for what has been learned; exhale creates with a new intention to
explore more of all that is.) The new intention of creation birthing throughout the
Universe, which will affect the multiverse, is based on a purer intention. This
aligns all that is capable of interpreting pure Source consciousness with that new
creation, new truth. And many HUmans carry the encodements to fully experience
a higher level of light, expansion and ascension which is beyond any Atlantean
technology or ancient off-world archetype. If you’ve got the goods and are willing
to make the leap into ascension, the possibilities are limitless.
Your keys to the new experience are:

•

•

pure intention to serve all that is,

•

surrender to the multidimensional self rather than the illusion of identity,
commitment to merge with the highest aspects of Source that you are.

As we said years ago, the entire Universe is being rewritten, galaxy by galaxy. (all
hail science for catching the burst of the bubbles at the galactic center last week,
and Suspicious Observers for backing up the absolute diminishment of our
magnetosphere and changing solar interaction. Always good to witness science
waking up to light intel bit by bit ~ don’t expect any nod in our direction,
wayshowers. Just keep moving ahead, that’s what we are here for.)
No one with a connection to their Ascended 5D and beyond expression has any
fear regarding the dissolvement of the old paradigm. It may get challenging to

witness the old collapse, and it is fine to feel it as long as it doesn’t suck you into
the quicksand. Detached compassion is so present in my lifestream that it even
applies to me witnessing myself; I watch my own journey from my collective
consciousness, making choices based on the highest good of all. My lower levels
have been trained well, and I AM grateful to experience this bizarre – yet normal –
state of transcendence. All is well, even when people, places, situations, things
are falling apart.
I wish everyone a good shattering of what was this month. The Sirians said it
would be a rough initiation into 2013, but I feel prepared with neutrality, love and
enthusiasm for any challenge. Flow and presence are normal states of beingness
which allow new ideas, lessons and connections to be integrated at light speed.
Fly when you can, ground when you need to. Your progress to being a pure
conduit is unique.
eCourse folks: Choosing the Merge
If you choose to merge with your Ascended 5D/6D self (first wave since the
121212), be sure to consciously purify the body vehicle and expand as often as
possible. You should be seeing very bright light during meditation or even a
casual closing of the eyes. The Sacred Heart center activated on the 121212 may
feel warm or like an intense light source (because it is.) Golden light may be more
common, be sure to command it forth. Solar key codes may present in meditation;
symbols of the Solar cross and solar vortexes have been very present for me this
week.
Pineal activations of the 4th eye/Gods eye/All seeing eye are stepping up this
month. Spots of light may emerge in your field of vision, both eyes open or
closed, like a sunspot. Program crystals and water to support these
amplifications. Continue the epsom baths to balance and clear excess energies.
Play with your intuitive healing abilities and higher senses as they intensify. When

you begin to perceive portals and gateways in the physical (eyes open), breathe
and relax into what they have to show you. Note any trepidation or thoughts that
present, and clear what doesn’t fit your journey. A Mastery level video will be
added to the eCourse next week, and I will share an excerpt on youtube.
Thank you for BEing here, beloveds, and Happy NOW Year!
I AM in love with everyone and this remarkably creative Shift we are experiencing.
Blessings to all of us, no matter what part of the path you are on.

Another Amplification Marker - Use It Well
January 15, 2013
Tuesday January 15 marks another acceleration in the Shift. Light-ground and
anchor solid intentions for your process today, right now. These triggers are very
powerful now that we are in Zero Point; you get even more of what you command
from the Universe. If you are unaware of your lifestream’s flow, use the So it
is after every thought or statement to show you what you are creating every
moment.
With instant manifestation comes responsibility
There is no judgment on what you create or un-create; the neutral electromagnetic Universe gives you whatever you demand.
There is wisdom in commanding I AM light, I AM love, I AM harmony, I AM a pure
conduit of service to Gaia and HUmanity. Please detach from nonsensical
commands such as Nothing is happening, I AM blocked, They are trying to kill
us, or Beam me up Scotty. Change these thoughts and statements instantly and
effortlessly right here, right now. It is that simple. Collectively, we could all benefit
from less searching and more action. The Shift is not a spectator sport, nor is
your lifestream. So it is.
Shifting to higher vibrational mission work
I wrote about mission changes last year, which seems like a bazillion years ago.
Zero Point dynamics tend to do that. For me, it’s not about being in the Now or in
the Present, it’s about being Presence. Those of us who Ascended in December
get to express our Ascended Self in bold creative ways as the merge occurs. This
is a BIG opportunity during the squeeze of the gateway through the March
Equinox to wayshow stronger than ever.

Gatekeepers are a bit exhausted at the moment, but that changes in February.
Use your energy wisely, beloveds. Don’t waste your energetic hours. Forget about
dragging people through their own evolution. You cannot assist a resistant
population focused on fears or constructs which don’t even exist anymore.
If your work is showing you the true role of HUmanity in the Multiverse, there is no
sense in stepping back or dimming down for those obsessed with what used to
be. The Galactic Battle, the dark, the cabal issues are done and done. In my
opinion, anyone who continues to peddle fear for profit or an audience is foolish.
The veils are down, what the heck are you thinking? These last-grab-before-theycatch-on efforts are not in the highest good of all concerned. And many folks
know this.
This is why I didn’t offer private sessions from the 121212 until now. Was it an
opportunity to earn as much money as possible? Sure, people were panicking
and my inbox was loaded with session requests. I could have taken advantage of
that, but I AM a pure conduit and wayshower of integrity. The eCourse was
available to give people every single step of the process in comprehensive detail.
That is its intention. I was not about to tell folks to pay attention, honor their
process, be still and calm and go within during the window without honoring that
myself. This incredible time of Ascension will always be more important than
personal gain. That’s the way it works in the higher realms, and I intend to prove it
over and over again as people adjust to existence without illusion.

Mastering the Gateway
January 26, 2013
VIDEO
This video is the full-length version of Module 13: mastering the Gateway from
The Ascension eCourse, to assist with collective clarity.
The increase in frequency and magnetic shifts are amplified by the Full Moon on
January 27. This is a perfect time to get clear on what you intend to create with
the Ascension Gateway.
Apologies to impatient Indigo folks for providing an hour of material. This is an act
of service, since so many are confused or activating at this moment. Many
blessings to those who see an hour of free guidance and feel gratitude ~
This is the last of the Ascension eCourse material that I will be posting, to honor
the investment and support of the participants in the Course.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=25G82k6fZnw

February Light, Love and Clarity
February 9, 2013
The upcoming week holds many opportunities for acceleration of the Ascension
process. If you have done your homework and prepared well, February is going to
be amazing.
Energies may have felt very strange last month because we were – and still are –
adjusting to Zero Point time. This is why so many felt like everything stopped in
January; barely any movement forward. If you attempted to plan things, you may
have felt like forces were working to keep you in a stand still or suspended state.
If you surrendered to it, life was much easier.
The end of linear time brings us to examine ourselves without the illusion. Time
screeches to a halt and we’re left with the beauty of revelation – facing what we
have created. January was deeply personal when it came to beliefs, fears,
illusions. An absolutely brilliant month for Mastery. Linear time’s shadow gets
recreated by the collective, so it may feel a bit like getting off an amusement park
ride. The ride is over but you still feel it. Perceiving the truth without the veils
takes balance and alignment with this higher vibration.
We continue to transform the body vehicle and awareness, now supported by the
ease and grace of a rapidly amplifying 5D reality. We are welcoming the infinite
Self to walk right in, which means walking away from everything that does not
compliment our journey anymore. Those who are clear will feel how absurd it is to
dwell on the past or engage in anything that has to do with that ancient entity we
called “fear”. Those in the last stages of preparation have soul-group type
contracts present – in our Mastery we can now graciously decline any kind of
kharmic nonsense. It’s over, let’s all get on with the new, shall we?
The collective sense of anticipation is accurate for this week’s accelerations.

February is already delivering the 5D blissy frequencies, filling up the space that
we cleared along this long path to Ascension. This is a great payoff month for
Masters. DMT is kicking in – the natural kind – which can leave you grinning all
day long. Gratitude is on overdrive. The love – oh my goodness – I AM so in love
with everything, everyone. Unity consciousness is supreme light intelligence, and
now we understand why.
Opening of the Solar stargates
Preparation and pure intention are keys to the Equinox gateway. Many
experiences will be available, and February is the start of that splintering of
timelines I’ve been talking about. Now that we’re moving out of the tightest
squeeze of the vortex – the light on the other side is becoming crystalline clear.
And it is brilliant – realize that there is absolutely no darkness out there at all.
Some consolidation to the folks who ask about the bad guys, let me share: 1.
there are no bad guys, it was all of us, all the time (Scooby-Doo ending, folks)
and 2. Zero point will take care of anyone attempting to manipulate or control the
external; the big boomerang of quantum physics will land right in their chest.
Understand that every HUman has the crystalline light within; what you create
with it dominates your experience. While the light tribe feels the opening of grand
solar light in our heart centers, others may be unconsciously smothering it with
their own creations. This is what the old prophecies misinterpreted as judgment –
it looks like a very rough path for those choosing service-to-self.
Kindwhile, back in 5D …
Adjustments may include huge expansion sensations in the chest, heat, golden
light visions, star or Sun-birthing visions through the heart, tightness in the high
heart or feeling like you can’t take a deep breath, thymus fluttering, burning eyes,
singing ears, leg and arm zings, more head shape changes, sharp poking
sensations or pressure in the skull, and blasts of 5D bliss radiating out of your

heart center. Throbbing or vibration through the spine, disc by disc, is associated
with golden solar disc activation. That is just the physical sensations, and I don’t
need to repeat how vital it is to keep the body clear, calm and rested. Let’s move
on to the multidimensional symptoms.
Multidimensional clarity
If you are attuning your perception to life without the veils, things are getting fun.
And crowded. You may feel yourself dissolving into the higher dimension and
witnessing just how many beings and brethren share the same space. For the
record, the compression during the astral collapse crushes 4D and 5D together.
This is what makes it an opportune moment to Ascend with the physical. Your
room might feel a bit like a crowded elevator at night as you begin to see and
interact with the higher realms in a very direct way.
Interaction goes smoothly unless the body vehicle freaks out. Train the body to be
calm as we change our perception – fear instantly lowers you out of that realm.
Just as we comforted the body consciousness through the physical adjustments,
now we comfort it through the metaphysical adjustments.
I AM starting to see parallel activities between my higher Ascended Self and this
expression. I should do a video on this because it is so brilliant to me. When I
merge and take a look at what I AM doing on the new expression of Gaia, my
Ascended Self is creating integration centers to welcome newly ascended
HUmans to their new experience. There are three structures that serve as stages
of post-transcendence; one for complete integration of the physical lower self,
one for healing and vibrational adjustment to the new dimension and the third is
an orientation center, like a concierge station to the new planet.
So just as my mission down here is about integrating the higher frequencies and
merging up, my Higher self is assisting with the integration of a lower expression
and aligning with the new experience. Very similar services, and my Higher Self is

in council on how to create these structures with the brand new frequencies and
pure creation available. I checked with a few of my other expressions and this role
is mirrored in many of them. Apparently there is a through-line in the
multidimensional self, which makes sense since this is a unique aspect of Source
that I AM exploring.
Some may be experiencing the heart-center-as-star sensations. It feels
overwhelming sometimes; the grace, love and light is magnificent. The Sun gods,
return of the Kryst, all of this is birthed through the heart. The core of your
beingness is gold – the HUman genome and all of its codes and templates reflect
that, however the heart center is the only place this magnificence can enter
through. Any other organ, chakra or system is incapable of bringing in that higher
light. It’s like a safety mechanism – that frequency can only come through an
open conduit – a heart aligned with the highest interests of all concerned.
As February delivers supreme light frequencies, breathe them in. Welcome forth
the Master, the Crystalline consciousness. Share your gifts ~ we now get to show
Humanity what is possible.

Ascension update on February energy amplifications
February 13, 2013
VIDEO
An update on Ascension from Mount Shasta ~ in the bright sunlight!
The acceleration is ON and the *February Flush* has begun. Five weeks of the
Ascension gateway to go: expect the unexpected – right in your own lifestream,
beloveds.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2UQDFQoVWU

Parallel expressions in 5D
February 19, 2013
Sharing the similarities in my Higher expressions. We are all unique expressions
of Source exploring Source; the discovery of a through-line in a few of my
expressions that I AM able to access was fascinating to me.
Side note: the baby spider made it safely back to town, he is now twice as big and
enjoying the view from the front window’s houseplant.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDwpPtzDC6Y

Crystal Support for Solar Stargate work
February 2013

I visited my sacred circle yesterday before the snowstorm arrived. I AM working
with Golden Solar Heart Center expansion through the gateway. Some vibrant
light Masters using brilliant frequencies joined me, sending gold-diamondcrystalline light to support my expansion. Just lovely to have such bright light on a
gloomy day in the cold woods.
I place my crystals right on Gaia for this kind of work, in this case in the ice-snow
which covers the mountain. Look at what one of my crystals encoded from this
exchange – streaks of gold and veins/shafts of 5D rainbow colors. The rose
quartz picked up some gold as well, however it is difficult to photograph (as is the
quartz). Hope you can see it! The sensations and visions of the expansion can be
felt when I hold it by my heart.
Use your crystals, lovelies ~ speak to them, program them, work with them during
the gateway!

A Note on Support and Wayshowers
February 21, 2013
Some hard-working wayshowers were verbally attacked this week by a few
awakened-yet-polarized folks. This – like many other Old Paradigm things –
surprise me when they pop up. I always think wow, is that still going on? Division
of realities, indeed. How odd it is to have endured decades of judgment from the
unawakened, and now have to deal with judgment from the awakened. I manage
to dissolve the conflict with (very) patient love. Heart intelligence activates the
same in others. As this photonic frequency shakes the darkness loose, it is
important to stay focused on what you desire. Allow me to share a few ways you
can assist Wayshowers who are walking the talk of the New Paradigm.
Please, no knee-jerk assumptions about assistance. It’s not about money. Most
of us ingiving it all up for the collective mode have found ways to keep the
services flowing without it. Unfortunately, we have trained many of the awakened
to take, take, take and anticipate a bottomless well of direction, inspiration or
guidance. This is a side-effect of years of getting the word out that something was
terribly wrong on our planet. It led to a heavy drain on those providing consistent
guidance. Fortunately the genuine folks working from the heart have incredible
endurance, and the inner work we did along the way is revealing Mastery. That is
payment enough for us, but we still have the collective running the gimme, do it
for me, fear of creating my own reality programs.
We are experiencing dramatic shifts in our world. The next few weeks will make
that clear to the awakened collective waiting on external events. Lately it seems
there is more friction from the awake-and-still-not-getting-it than the unawakened.
Why? Because both groups still participate in a dynamic which is being wiped off
the planet (and the galaxy for that matter – if you think you can take that judgment
with you and escape to your home star system, good luck with that.)

Please be very focused – right now – on what you want to exist or not exist in
your reality. Photonic light is a ruthless amplifier of order. It is not higher realm
judgment, it’s turning up the volume on that which does. not. compliment. the.
new. It reveals the nonsensical, so it can destroy itself. Photonic influence reveals
YOU participating in collective realities that may or may not serve the highest
interests of all concerned. Triality, lovelies. We’ve been talking about this for years
and it’s finally infiltrating the awakened.
The Zero Point mirror is about to get bigger
For many that means the mirror will be so huge that you won’t be able to see
anything else – which includes all of the free online updates on the Shift you
might currently use as a compass. Imagine for a moment what that would be like
– if all the wayshowers just stopped. No channels, no guidance, no updates, no
websites, no videos or radio shows. No more free help delivered with love. What’s
under your mask, Kachina? Did you learn self-empowerment, or did you learn to
watch others do the work? Did you think HUmanity or the planet wasn’t your job?
Were you waiting on us to finish the Shift for you? With all of the intel being given
to you, did you not receive the message? These are the questions that Zero
Point, the great self-judgment day, presents.
Solar Heart Center
The immense amount of light – that new photonic stuff we’ve been talking about –
is assisting creations which resonate at the same frequency as the New
Paradigm/Golden Age/New Dawn/Children of the Sun/Shift/whatever catch
phrase you want to use for evolution. That means that individuals with that same
intention get amplified to become that light – YOU get to be a Sun. However
many metaphors it takes to get this realization across, know that you have this
possibility before you – right now. It is happening to HUmans all over the planet,
and to the planet itself.

It’s YOU beloved, if you participate. No one can give you the cosmic shazam
except YOU. It’s a terrible business plan to empower people – and that’s why I
LOVE TO DO IT. The Old Paradigm was very skilled at dis-empowering folks with
temporary relief so they had to keep coming back. That Paradigm doesn’t even
exist anymore, and yet folks are convinced it is still there. Stop watching it burn,
it’s dead already and you need to walk away. We used to take a pill for our selfcreated dis-eases; now we take responsibility.
The last things you should do – honestly …
Please consider NOT exposing your fear of the unknown by verbally attacking
another HUman – especially a wayshower/lightserver. Either you honor the work
or you don’t. Kindly ask for clarity if you don’t understand a perspective, or walk
away and deal with your own fears. Zero Point boomerang, darlings – the knives
you throw out there land right back in your own heart. And it’s painful to watch, so
quit it.
Wayshowers and the great unknown
As a Wayshower, I live very simply to demonstrate how little is needed to create a
lifestream of pure service. All of the reasons folks use to explain my lack of doubt
– she must be married, wealthy, own a house, have rich friends, get a lot of
donations – are met with the truth: I AM doing this without any of those things.
And yet my journey keeps expanding, even without health insurance, an
apartment, money, a day job or a partner – imagine!
This lifestyle is not for everyone – it can be difficult – however it has realigned me
with my true Self. I AM creating a true Wayshower out of a wounded Shaman,
artist and Divine HUman.
Growing organically with the support of like-hearted individuals
True Wayshowers walk into new territory to prove that survival, fear and limitation

are illusions. We make it easier for others to face their challenges by going
ahead first. Now that the Shift and Ascension are fully underway, we may all
move forward in leaps and bounds through co-creation. The challenge of further
awakening the awakened is a Mastery-level task. We learn so much when we
teach – as well as the wisdom to walk away when our journey wants to explore
something beyond the map.
Magnetics amplify the pull of the New Paradigm. Those with activated Heart
Intelligence cannot idly watch the Wayshowers overcome the obstacles of the
unknown. Higher states of gratitude, unconditional love and unity consciousness
accelerate the urgency to participate.
The purpose of Wayshower is to show a brand new way of doing everything.
New Age marketing – expensive classes, workshops, DVDs and group package
calls – served old paradigm values and fears. There are plenty of folks hustling
joy, love and light with old paradigm tools. I avoid that circuit because the New
Paradigm of my visions is built on a higher vibration. Please don’t call me New
Age. Or SanDehRA.
I create bridges to the New Paradigm with familiar structures so folks understand
the exchange, such as eCourses. For the record, Ascension guidance is not a
popular nor lucrative endeavor. At the moment I have to pay to live on Gaia, so I
have to charge for two things that I do. I learned that the hard way when I kept
giving away my services. Eventually the savings went dry, and being offline in a
tent is not my highest act of service right now. I created the eCourse to keep the
guidance available as folks awaken, and share this incredible journey as long as
possible.
Reaching the Tipping Point – Share this work
Exposure of my work is spread via the collective. You won’t see an ad for my
services on another site or in a magazine. Free will dominates what stays and

what goes on this planet; if you resonate with my work, tell people about it. Share
this site, or an article, or a video. Take the Course and talk about it. Ascension is
amazing, and Divine HUman guidance must be encouraged as we remove the
off-world channel training wheels.
The easiest way to support this mission is to talk about it with others. Share
what resonates through social media, conversation or any outlet you can access.
It’s not about me or my work, it’s about reaching the tipping point where genuine
service to HUmanity and the planet become more valuable than anything else.
If you’re too afraid of what your friends, family, coworkers or the secret hoo-hah
will think of you when you share material like this, congratulations! You are
participating in a delay of the Shift and a much longer personal route to
Ascension.
Donations – the willingness to risk
The Wayshower method busts up all fear of limitation and energizes that which
we want to exist. Money is just energy, like everything else. It gets poured into a
lot of bad behavior and things that create imbalance. People want one thing and
support another, thinking they have no choice. If you’re afraid of redistributing
your wealth (or worse, waiting for some savior to do it), just watch what happens
in the next few months to those who are willingly taking that risk.

Upcoming Co-created eCourses
February 23, 2013
Two topics have presented to me as rough patches on HUmanity’s route to
Ascension: Recovering from Conspiracy and Religion Rehab.
Because they involve emotional attachments and a significant amount of beliefs,
many people will be confused, angry or feel betrayed as certain revelations come
to light. When someone is startled awake, they may create disharmony in the
collective or turn their anger against themselves. It is my intention to anticipate
needs and build these bridges now, so we are prepared to assist in the highest
intentions of all concerned.
I would like to co-create these Courses:
•

in short, direct modules (1-3 videos at the most)

•

with the same respect, love, compassion and attention to detail as the
Ascension Course

•

provide them for free so they are available to all as they awaken

•

with a few others who share my passion for clarity and legacy work of this
kind.

Here is a brief overview of both topics:
Next to the members of the Illuminara and their minions, no group has done more
to keep the dark anchored in the collective than the conspiracy followers. As the
End Game plans dissolve, the dark clings to its survival by anchoring into the
consciousness of Creator-In-Carnate HUmans addicted to the lower-level
stimulation of fear. Conspiracy constructs feed on anxiety, survival and egoic

notions of payback or punishment. As the Shift accelerates, it becomes clear that
any notion of doom or new world order was an illusion. REcovering from the
problem-reaction-solution paradigm can be confusing, aggravating or painful.
Learn how to disengage from these programs and gain the true freedom you
desire.
It can be heartbreaking to learn what occurred in religious organizations of the old
paradigm. Deception can leave you feeling betrayed, and not knowing who or
what to believe in anymore. No one needs to be punished or judged for what
happened in the past; it is time to heal the damage. The intention of Religion
Rehab is not to convert, preach or teach you another belief system. This course
gently moves you through understanding what happened, releasing whatever
does not compliment your life at this time and opening your heart to your own
truth within.
How to assist this endeavor
The upcoming splintering of realities may steer our paths apart, however I feel
that acts of compassion can be created right now to benefit the collective. It would
be fun and effective to collect interviews and make it look fantastic, so people in
transition would be more receptive to the message. Perhaps someone with time
and resources will do that down the line. For the moment, I would like to provide
clarity and service in the simplest way possible.
For an immediate tool to use with friends and family, download the free
ebook What is happening to my friend?

Three weeks until the Equinox
February 27, 2013
The Equinox used to be a glimpse of balance prior to shifting into something new.
It was a metaphor for change; the days and nights getting shorter or longer,
depending on your location on this gorgeous planet. It is not the habitual seasonal
marker it used to be. As our consciousness expands within this divine dream of
Source, our understanding of the Shift becomes more lucid.
Why is there an Equinox-to-Equinox Ascension Gateway?
The dynamics of the squeeze of the vortex – the area of space we are moving
through and the myriad of alignments, energies and command from Source to
create something new – is at its peak point from Fall 2012 Equinox to Spring
2013 Equinox. This is why Gaia and the divine HUmans assisting her chose to
Ascend during this Gateway; the long-awaited opportunity presented and was
utilized. The alignments created a chance for unique frequencies to penetrate the
planet, which could be used to activate a new platform of experience – a fifth/sixth
dimensional expression. She accomplished this on the 12-12-12.
Many HUmans participated in Gaia’s Ascension last December, as well as cocreating an Ascended Self from their Higher Self. These Higher expressions, also
known as Christed Self, Solar Crystalline Self or Ascended Master Self, now
reside on the new fifth dimensional expression of Gaia. Preparations are being
made to welcome and integrate lower expressions (that would be the 4D Self
reading this) as they merge with the Higher Ascended Self.
Know that the opportunity for these creations was taken on behalf of ALL of
Humanity. The opportunity presented to do something amazing and we took it.
That creation can now be experienced by anyone choosing the same vibration
which created it.

Sleepwalking
Please understand that not everyone is meant to experience the same reality, this
Shift is about REmembering your Creator-in-carnate capabilities. Some folks
won’t REmember. All is well.
Infinite consciousness does not obsess over the particles of an in-carnate form.
The Soul desires certain role playing in this game to rack up lessons while the
playing field is in tact. You get to play until the platform isn’t supported any longer.
As you ascend, you may realize that 4D is quite a limited experience. At this
moment, I sense the 4D reality won’t take long to join the 5D platform. It make
take some rumbles and tumbles to shake the collective into participation, however
there are so many carrying the 5D frequency that a tipping point should manifest
very quickly. Kindwhile, we get a splintering of realities.
Splintering realities
I have been talking about this for a while, but let me clarify my perspective. I
already feel the splintering of realities, and see this becoming much more physical
with the Equinox. As someone in watcher mode more often than not, I can see
how easy it is to choose – or avoid – walking through to a higher dimensional
experience. I know who I AM, what my role is in the Shift, and how incredible it
feels to facilitate the resurrection of the true HUman. I have tremendous gratitude
for all that is unfolding in the collective; the anxieties, the brilliant solutions
emerging at last, the collapse of unsupported timelines, the difficulties with Zero
Point dynamics, the miraculous transformations and deep revelations occurring in
so many lifestreams. Completely different realities, even within groups who used
to be bound by common experience. An ironic step toward Unity Consciousness,
isn’t it?
In my perspective, there are many HUmans ready for the final sequences of
Ascension. While this is a co-creation with your Higher Levels, there is a point

when the supportive entourage backs away to see if you can ride without the
training wheels. What you create during those (seemingly) disconnected from
support moments/days/weeks is a bit of a proving ground. How do you handle
yourself in the Zero Point mirror? Do you forge ahead with gratitude, love and
grace as the presence you are – or retreat from the unknown? There is a good
deal of training involved in Mastery, and it teaches us patience and perseverance.
Know thyself.
When it comes to the theories of planet A/B, B, Q, Z, whatever you name them – I
have to revisit the intel from 2011 when Gaia divided. She’s already split, created
2 platforms, and ascended to the higher expression. Zero Point dynamics can
provide strong multiple realities for folks living on the same platform – and is
doing so already. Those participating in 5D Ascension are merging with the
Higher Self and leaving one expression of a planetary platform for another. It is
already there; this kind of Ascension is already co-created in the future; we are
walking right into a home we have already built.
Pure intention to serve the highest interests of all concerned makes the when can
I do itquestion a non-issue. There is a deep understanding and curiosity about
creation itself in this step of the Mastery game. Create whatever serves your
journey, the collective and Gaia. Please beloveds, no fear about choosing the
planetary expression that blows up or dissolves. Choose what you would like to
experience and be at peace. Wavering or anxiety causes collective disharmony.
Breathe.
Will 4D be around for a while?
How long the 4D platform is available depends on the physics of this area of
space, the new light frequencies coming at us from the galactic center, the
influence of Alcyone and the photon belt on Gaia, the transformation of our Sun
and Second Sun, and the REturn of Solar Christed consciousness to this
platform. There are too many never-encountered-this-before factors to consider a

linear time continuum cutoff date.
Birth on Solstice, Resurrection on the Equinox
It’s a good story, especially when you learn it’s about you. I understand that the
Alcyone-Pleiades predictions freak people out. As spectacular as a worldwide
experience of three days of darkness would be, as well as providing the BIG
FINISH to the resurrection metaphor, we cannot count on it to magically and
radically transform all of us at once. You can see Zero Point already sorting out
realities around you, including your own. As someone with Pleiadian relatives, I
try not to over-think the visions of Gaia bursting into a higher light. I try not to
over-think the messages of 1999. But it is clear to me that the splintering of
realities is occurring, and quickly.
I honestly do not connect with the consciousness running 4D Earth to ask, hey,
how long are you booked here? I honor what is needed, and some things are
none of my business. As a gatekeeper, my focus is on bridging the worlds in this
now moment, embodying the Solar Christed state to show HUmanity what is
possible, and being prepared to facilitate whatever, whenever.
Splintering realities should not affect anyone’s involvement in 4D transitional
activities – restructuring the financial, social, governmental and spiritual
constructs are bridges to the new paradigm. This is crucial work done with
integrity on behalf of the collective.
External events show what the energy is working on
From the watcher state, I see the self-judgment boomerang hitting some folks
hard. All of the things that are not us – emotions, ego, mind, beliefs – are getting
the boot. Please REmember that when you see external evidence of the old
paradigm collapsing, especially in leadership and government, that same
frequency is also affecting you on a personal level. Religious leadership getting
the shake-down = challenges to your belief systems. Government = controlling

behavior. Financial changes = manipulation, greed, material things. All of these
have to do with the photonic frequencies demanding harmony, so take a look at
what is being eliminated from the reality menu.
More encouragement from Yeshua
A while ago, I read The Magdalene Manuscript, Tom Kenyon’s co-authored book
about the journey of Mary Magdalene. A question still lingered in my heart about
what occurred in the garden at Gethsemane. In the manuscript, Magdalene
mentions that something happened to Yeshua between that night and the next
time she saw him after he was arrested. In the garden, he was haunted by doubts
that he could accomplish what he intended; a full embodiment of what was to
occur 2,000 years later. Essene Masters attempted transcension on their own
behalf; Yeshua was doing it to reveal a future truth for all of HUmanity so we
could access it down the line. When Magdalene saw him the next day, Yeshua
was unwavering – the doubt was gone. She wondered what occurred.
Because Yeshua has been a consistent part of my path, I kept asking what
happened to him in the garden that night. What did he see or do that eliminated
the doubt? Did someone visit him? Was there a magical method to remove
doubts of my own capabilities? Two weeks ago, after a powerful experience on
the mountain, I asked him again. Share this with me, dear brother Yeshua. What
happened in the garden to wash away the last shreds of doubt? What was it?
What did you see?
After a moment his energy stepped in and a vision began. It was Gaia,
ascending. She was shining, glowing, radiant. Then the crystalline grid of HUman
hearts emerged all around her; a grid of shining HUmans beaming the love-light
of Solar Christed Consciousness out into the galaxy. Yeshua then spoke: This is
what was revealed to me in the garden; the fruits of my labor. I saw the future … I
saw YOU.

Of course he meant all of us, the Divine HUman collective. I share that vision of
the miraculous, and the unwavering creation of our Ascension.

Mystic siSTARs ~ a new creation for a New Paradigm
March 2, 2013
I AM happy to announce a side project which has manifested as Mystic siSTARs.
I cross paths with amazing women from all over Gaia who have activated the 5D
vibration within. Our experiences are getting more profound. Many of us are
bringing the unconditional love, grace and wisdom of 5D right into this reality, right
now. We’re all getting the message to unify our intentions to serve the collective,
and support each other as we explore the New.
A Light Tribe of Women anchoring 5D here and now
This group intends to connect skilled women of a high vibration experiencing Fifth
Dimensional energies. Our group will explore bringing the 5D vibration and
wisdom into the collective reality here and now.
As our multidimensional selves emerge, the activities of the past are dissolving in
the new light. The REturn of the Divine Feminine allows us to REengage with our
wisdom, love and creativity in brand new ways. Some of us are having bold
excursions into the unknown. It is time to share our passion for the Shift and cocreate bridges, services and solutions.
How we will connect
Confidential group calls may be hosted by any member to hold space for
exploration, share ideas, create projects, connect with the higher realms or
receive light intelligence for our journeys. By creating a safe space where
anything can happen, we open the portals to 5D.
We have an account with Instant Teleseminar which records the calls, so
members in any time zone may hear the result of our connections and

discussions. Your membership fee covers the cost of that service, administration
and storage on my server. The group will remain active as long as it is supported
by the flow.
We hope to uncover new ways of working with 5D energies, share our
experiences and support each other in our integration of the new.
Prerequisites for Joining
Please carefully consider the intention of this group. It is not meant to serve as a
leader-follower dynamic, nor a platform for marketing your services.
We ask that members:
- be clairaudient, claircognizant, clairsentient or clairvoyant – or at least have a
background which includes experience with one of those skills.
- have a Spiritual Maturity which honors the journeys of others
- know the 5D light intelligences of unconditional love, pure service and collective
expansion of consciousness
- respect the confidentiality of all members and the call recordings.
Register to join Mystic siSTARs

Ascension Gateway – Spring Equinox 2013
March 9, 2013
VIDEO
New video on the intense energies, discernment and recommendations for the
jump in frequency this month.
Apologies for frowning into the bright SUNlight – it is a beautiful spot. Gratitude to
the blackbirds for the soundtrack.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PNWaWdRKk38

Equinox Light and the Approaching Star
March 12, 2013
Last weekend certainly turned in to a deep-clearing fest for many light servers,
some in dream state, some consciously. This hit a peak on Monday 3/11 – a
number I kept seeing last week. I spent three nights on the mountain, then New
Moon eve and day. Last week I commanded that every last thing that limited my
experience or was uncomplimentary to a full embodiment of Christ
Consciousness be gone from my lifestream. Surprising how well that works – and
to watch what goes. I still feel the loss if it’s something close to the core, but the
perspective holds so much forgiveness and wisdom that it is not as painful. Try it
if you have the wisdom to surrender. Feel free to command anything
uncomplimentary off the planet as well. This has been helpful as the current
interference frequencies are set to *11* – REmember what I have said about a
wildcat getting cornered.
Incoming Light
On the eve of the New Moon I was watching the night sky, observing the
lightships. I giggled because of the consistency night after night, and intuitively
flashed my headlights 3 times – as an experiment – and the very next moment a
giant blue-silver ball shot across the sky right in front of me with a long comet-like
tail. This is the kind of synchronicity I pay attention to, and the Blue Kachina
popped into my awareness. (No, it wasn’t the blue kachina, it’s a clue from my
higher levels for the Equinox.)
According to Gaia, the light arriving on/around the Equinox (I sense on the day) is
the frequency which fully activates her new lightbody – the spiritual sun, the star,
the solar light within her. The time has arrived to let the 4D walk on its own, and
let it fall, run, whatever it needs to do.

This light also allows for activation of the Solar Cosmic Christed state in HUmans,
for those with the intention/preparation to do this.
With only a week to go, I AM being as diligent as possible about the intuitions,
messages and synchronicities. Everything extraneous has been put aside. I AM
feeling sleepy, calm, deeply connected to spirit, deeply connected to Gaia, and
have gold, crystalline (5D rainbow) and diamond silvery-blue light zipping through
different channels in my body and light body. For the first time today, I felt and
saw my personal activation of this state of beingness in a clear, direct way. It does
feel un-Earthly – that is potent since the cosmic connection is huge in this
grounded affair we have going on. The sensations, visions and drive to co-create
with the Universe makes me want to spend all of my time on the mountain right
now. Yes, it feels that big to me.
Cosmic Timing – as with the 121212 – 122112, the light is unique, well-timed and
available for a certain intention. This is the follow-up to what was created in
December, and may well be the long-prophecized Blue Kachina. When I asked
Gaia to show me what would occur, a bright silvery-blue light came in and she
burst into a radiant star-like being. Similar to what Yeshua showed me earlier in
the *I saw YOU* moment.
I cannot express in writing or video how clear and tangible this Solar Christed
state was today. I AM focused on this state, bringing it in with all the passion and
love I have. I AM learning what gateways are opening for us, and holding the
highest intent to embody this cosmic consciousness.
Why embody it? To serve Gaia and HUmanity. To walk with Gaia on this incredible
journey, to hold this frequency and co-create bridges between the worlds. To
create such a high frequency on this platform that the Shift speeds up and we all
get to play in 5D. To heal the planet and others in a permanent way.
As wonderful as it would be to have everyone experience transcendence, it just

won’t unfold that way. The separation of realities is ironic as we enter Unity
Consciousness, but the experience will be unprecedented. Free will is honored –
even in a weird 4D holograph – until it doesn’t serve the majority any longer.
Kindwhile, there is a huge collective of ascending HUmans, and some of us get to
embody the miraculous and assist in the highest interests of all. Whether or not
the asleep or half-awake get to witness it or feel anything out of the ordinary is of
no concern.
Open yourself up as wide as you can, no matter what is going on in the external.
Get outside, on the ground, in the kingdoms and elementals. The energy is
already approaching, penetrating our SUN and planet. Weep with gratitude, state
your intentions, invoke your solar heart activation, pay attention to what you feel,
enjoy the experience, and say thank you for the approaching starlight.

Equinox Gateway: The New Light is Here
March 17, 2013
VIDEO
A new frequency of light is entering through interdimensional portals since March
11. It is photonic and demands order, balance, and evolution. It also activates the
Solar Cosmic Christ consciousness within you, if you prepared for this and
choose to assist Gaia in this way.
We may use this light to embody our 5D presence, and completely dissolve the
collective memory and re-creation of dark constructs.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U44lxkC3mjw

Sandra Walter on A Fireside Chat with Zany Mystic
March 17, 2013
VIDEO
I had a lovely chat with Lance White last Saturday evening on his BBS Radio
show. We talked about the Equinox and the Ascension process. Here is the
replay!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zOqlkZsnAyc

Greeting the New Light with a Higher Perspective
March 27, 2013
We have three big Divine Light players in our Galactivation at this time: Divine
Love from Sirius, Divine Will from Big Bear (the Big Dipper) and Divine Creative
Intelligence from the Pleaides. The last of the three – specifically Alcyone in the
Pleiades which some call the Central Sun – is pushing the Shift agenda right now.
The amplifications picked up last evening and are whirling through the
interdimensional portals at the moment. Expect more through the resurrection
(Easter) weekend.
You may feel unusually giggly, wired, sleepy or spinny as this new level of light
comes in. Notice the new vortexes popping up everywhere? If you’re sensing
strong mini-tornadoes of energy everywhere you go, I have great news: it’s YOU
aligning with the available energies. Gaia is opening the dimensional doorways,
and you’re feeling them. Pay attention when you come upon a hot spot. Feel it,
get familiar with the energy signature and its effect on you. The Alcyone energy
amplifies Creative Intelligence – the ability to empower yourself as Creator-incarnate. Use this energy to design, create and activate the 5D portals with your
unique expression.
REmember that the Solar light birthing within is akin to the birthing happening
within Gaia (Spiritual Sun) and our Sun (Solaris as a Central Sun). The parallels
of experience, and parallel realities, is becoming apparent to the Ascending
collective. It is similar, and we can learn and transcend alongside our planetary
and Solar consciousness if we choose to accompany them on that journey. That
vibrant golden-crystalline light you see with your eyes closed is You coming back
to your Self. The Sirians, Pleiadians, Andromedans, Led Zeppelin, and many
others don’t call us the Children of the Sun for nothing. The Solar light guides of
our galaxy (the star systems mentioned at the beginning of this article) are
dedicated to assisting us; be sure to radiate gratitude and love to them often.

I took a few days away from workaday society, the internet, everything, so I could
honor my journey, hone my 5D skills and detoxify at Stewart Mineral Springs. The
water is incredibly powerful right now – everyone was commenting on it. Being in
it and around it for 5 days made me and my body hyper-aware of the power of
this incoming photonic light. REmember the role of water is crucial in balancing,
cleansing, creating the bridges to 5D Gaia. Water is a strong co-creator in our
resurrection, so use it wisely, bless it and honor its role in Ascension.
I’ll have a video soon on detecting and perceiving the 5D doorways for those
choosing that journey. (Also available in the Ascension eCourse.) The gateways
are opening and it is brilliant to behold. Know that your strongest stargate is within
(no, not the pineal; the new Sun of your heart/high heart complex). Your focus
should be on aligning it with what you wish to experience. Observe your
lifestream from the higher perspective; the spiritual responsibility you have to
yourself. Let us show HUmanity what is possible and be resonators of coherence,
love and cosmic light.

April/May Missions of Light: Opening 5D Gateways
April 13, 2013
VIDEO
I have been on a journey of Light since last Monday from Mount Shasta to Joshua
Tree to Sedona to … ? Connecting a crystalline corridor of 5D gateways to pull in
the interdimensional light and open up portals to let the frequency amplify. An
unexpected turn of events since the Equinox had my lifestream wide open for
this, and it is amazing to experience the new light accelerations in this unique
way.
Apologies for the low quality video. My camera died in the desert, and two
days later this is how I was able to salvage the footage and share the intel when I
had internet access. I’ll get a new setup soon!
Kindwhile, the message and direction is there; excuse the visuals and feel the
love. Some extraordinary frequencies are coming in – join the lightservers in
catching and anchoring them right here, right now. It’s a new level of Spiritual
Maturity we have attained – let us speed up the Shift with our unique, creative
and powerful skills!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VImQLRUDDNU

Journey of Light ~ Strengthening Multidimensional Perception
April 18, 2013
I AM two weeks into a mission of light service, opening 5D gateways from Mt.
Shasta to Sedona (and probably more). The push to leave Shasta and just
go was insistent and direct. After lightening my car’s contents to just the
essentials, I left Shasta at dusk and awoke to my mission the next morning in
Lake Tahoe. I had cleared and charged Bags of lemurian quartz crystal points in
the flowing waters of Stewart Mineral Springs, and began to follow guidance on
creating a crystalline gateway corridor from Shasta to Sedona. The corridor would
begin along the Shasta Trinity mountains and waters, follow the Sierra Nevadas,
then link to the Mohave Desert, Joshua Tree, Lake Havasu, the Grand Canyon,
Sedona and beyond.
The higher intent is to open 5D gateways, or portals, which open up Gaia to the
interdimensional portals and photonic light delivering the much-needed 5D
accelerations. These gateways/portals/vortexes pull in the higher frequencies,
send them through the crystalline core of Gaia, penetrate every particle of the
kingdoms, elementals and HUmanity, and create permanent alignments for
benevolent 5D frequencies to amplify and accelerate the Shift to Unity
Consciousness. Unconditional love flows through these gateways, influencing the
highest intentions of service to Gaia and the Ascension of HUmanity. It shortens
the linear time frame for change. It speeds up the Ascension process by raising
the level of 5D light and stabilizing the new level of higher frequency.
Gatekeeper empowerment
A lot of folks ask if they are a Gatekeeper. With honor I reply, What gatekeeper
work are you doing right now? That’s not judgment, it’s practicality. I had a huge
experience that showed me this aspect of my work (check the posts from last
October). Some folks are meant to just hold light, knowingly or unknowingly,

during the Shift. Gatekeeping in my experience has been a conscious choice,
much like Ascension itself. When presented with an opportunity for expansion,
you choose to either take it, delay it, or say no thank you.
Please note that in my work I differentiate the subtle choices
between Ascension andEvolution. A conscious Ascension process is the desire
and active pursuit of expanding one’s consciousness in order to experience all
that one is. To REmember the truth, to dispel the illusion, transcend it completely,
and fully become the true Self free from any confinement, control or manipulation.
Evolution is the inevitable – conscious or unconscious – experience of external
factors influencing and changing your lifestream. It doesn’t matter if a person has
an awakening; evolution does what it has to because grander collective shifts are
occurring.
Creative Evolution, the title of this website, is the experience of a conscious
evolution transforming us into a fully self-realized Source-in-carnate. We achieve
that state of expanded consciousness through the Ascension process: the raising
of personal and planetary frequency in order to experience all that we are, pure
creation, and higher states of consciousness.
Gatekeepers tend to be aware of their Multidimensional Self. The job
description for this work demands the ability to integrate new information, new
experiences and beyond-the-veil intel quickly – and without much resistance or
drama. The things you see, hear, feel take a strong intuitive skill set and trust,
trust, trust in your Higher Levels. In the absence of doubt, we are all
Source. You’ll need to embody this to the core when missions of opening
gateways present. And they do present to Gatekeepers: let me reiterate there is a
difference between steadily holding light (thank you) and co-creating
stargate/portal openings with the Higher Realms.
Grand Canyon Gateway

I received a nice confirmation while opening the 5D Gateways at the Grand
Canyon yesterday. Just as an example of the (many) mysterious, miraculous,
beautiful experiences on this journey of light.
Below is a photo taken from where I settled in the do the 5D Gateway opening on
the South Rim. It was cold, gloomy, windy. As I tapped into Gaia and connected to
the Higher interdimensional portals, Solaris (the Sun), and Galactic Center, the
message came to open the whole Canyon as a 5D vortex – a powerful amplifier
of 5D energetics. I began the work.
After 30 minutes or so, the Sun broke through and the wind suddenly became
eerily still. This lasted for several minutes. I continued my invocation and focus,
and glanced up at the clouds over the Canyon. A huge spiral – in
counterclockwise formation, which is what I use to open gateways – had
appeared over the Canyon. It stayed there, reflecting back at me the huge energy
shift and opening I felt. I tend to be very calm when connecting with higher
realms, however this magnificent sight had me working and taking a few photos at
the same time.
It truly was beautiful to behold. The clouds dispersed after an hour or so, but the
5D energy influx remained steady. I AM in deep gratitude to the elementals and
galactic co-creators for showing me this nod of appreciation, confirmation, and
very physical manifestation of this gateway activation.
The merge of Higher Self and lower Self is reaching maturity – our
Multidimensional perception is getting stronger, clearer, more direct. It certainly is
lovely to be so aware, so in love with the process, so in love with all that is.

Triple Eclipse Gateway – Big Opportunities
April 26, 2013
I AM off to Chaco Canyon, New Mexico this morning after a GI-Normous Full
Moon rise in Sedona, which was quite dramatic over the Red Rocks. I honored
the first of this triple-eclipse accelerator from Bell Rock; the eclipse was around
1pm here and the energy was powerful. There is a lot of intel coming in, and I AM
doing my best to update when I can while on the road. Another spiral of clouds
manifested during yesterday’s eclipse gateway work, along with sudden moments
of complete stillness within – the zero point. It’s a remarkable sensation beyond
any kind of quiet or everywhere -all-at-once state. Pure Source consciousness.
Big energies deserve our participation. Our Galactic agreements are becoming
just as important as the day-to-day. Yes, we are capable of fully honoring both. Be
conscious, adjust, simplify what you can, and take it to the next level. It is up to
gatekeepers and lightservers to utilize them to the best of our abilities. As we
realize our Galactic roles in the Shift, we attain higher levels of maturity in this
beautiful process. Notice how it continues to expand? There is always more to
learn, explore, experience.
REmember this is the grown-up phase of Ascension. I understand it is hard for
some to step away from being told how to live, what to do, who to pay, what to
believe, and parenting (dominating) your entire lifestream. There are plenty of
teachers available to guide folks out of the illusion. We also need those who have
embraced triality and the calm state of neutrality to lead lightworkers into their
next phase of development. Be diligent about being that teacher, that elder, to
everyone around you. A good teacher does not preach. A good guide has infinite
patience, love, compassion, and greets people wherever they are on their path.
Be the 5D Cosmic Light; it creates effortless change – and you cannot keep it
behind closed doors, fences or masks. Use those Mastery tools in your own
home, work, groups and social circles.

Triple Eclipse
This triple eclipse presents strong opportunities for direct star family contact,
strengthening of the merge with the Higher Self, and acceleration of the Shift. The
gatekeeper’s mission becomes aligning vortexes, sacred site wormholes and
energetic portals all over Gaia with the interdimensional stargates and gateways
blasting us with light at the moment. These gateways can be unlocked/aligned
now through the May 10 eclipse, right through to the May 25 Moon/eclipse.
Interdimensional light flows through Multiverse Center-Universal Center- Galactic
Center-Alycone-Sirius-Second Sun-Solaris Sun, and now we have
microwormholes permeating all dimensions with Divine Will, Divine love, and
Creative Light Intelligence in a brand new way. This may provide the sensation of
being galaxies away and directing encoded light to your grounded Self and all of
Gaia’s life. Work with Solaris and Galactic Center if you are unaware of the SirianPleaidian alliances.
April and May present us with opportunities which we planted on a timeline of
accelerated ascension. It is always our free will choice to utilize the opportunities.
We place these things in alignment with cosmic events as REminders along
collective timelines. If we choose a collective experience of acceleration, we get it.
If we participate with pure intention in zero point – devoid of ego, emotion or
judgment – we receive activations (open up those microwormholes in the
mitochondrial DNA) which benefit the collective. We will quite literally be showing
HUmanity what is possible for them to experience.
Opportunities for advancement are always enhanced by cosmic timing. We are
using the same triggers that our misguided brethren have used for steering the
collective into fear. It is no coincidence that the last attempts look so ridiculous to
the awakened – and many unawakened. The frequency of the planet, the parallel
ascended Gaia, the incredible light intelligence flowing into the collective reality
are creating a platform for mass awakening. It is working despite the doubts and

fears which many conspiracy followers are spreading. Please dissolve those
remaining doubts and do the work. To know and not do anything is to not know at
all.
The magnetic buffer between thought and manifestation is disappearing – that’s
literal magnetic fields in your own DNA, your own cellular structure. Use this to
your advantage, and learn learn learn how to clear the subconscious nonsense
that does not serve unconditional love, peace and Ascension.
Photonic light demands order, balance, harmony and responds to requests for the
same. Intentions for acceleration of the Shift are amplified when we use cosmic
timing to create levels of unconditional light intelligence which reveal and dissolve
all that is not in the highest interests of all concerned.
Preparation and participation are key. Be conscious of clearing, activating and
embodying the multidimensional Self. If you need assistance, my Ascension
eCourse is available to you anytime.

May Shift – Gateways bringing in 5D frequencies
May 3, 2013
VIDEO
Strong photonic 5D frequencies are coming in right now and the shifts they are
creating are becoming evident to the awake and ascending. This is part of the
triple-eclipse gateway, and there are many things you can do to participate in a
big acceleration of the Ascension process of HUmanity, the kingdoms and
elementals during this time.
This is a lengthier video on the details of what is occurring – these frequencies
are coming in from Galactic Center carrying activation of the Divine HUman
template, the Source Light within us and our true Creator skills. Expect Solar
Heart activation andCosmic Christ experiences as we release the core
suffering within ourselves. This is an opportunity to realize the Self-as-Source; it
empowers you beyond any false externally-imposed limitations.
Let us use this cosmic trigger to accelerate the Shift in Consciousness to
Unity, Harmony and Unconditional Wisdom of LoveLight Intelligence right
now.
Many blessings to all who are doing the difficult and profound work at this time.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCFqqrSTjOs
I AM sending all of us so much love and supreme light during this challenging
time. We are so very close to unfolding a brilliant new phase of the paradigm shift
– please don’t get lost in the woes of the new light frequencies. This is a time to
BE with the new light, listen to it, and anchor it into the collective with love, grace
and divine purpose.

Solar Cosmic Christ – the REturn of the Divine HUman
May 4, 2013
VIDEO
The frequency jumps in May are assisting the acceleration of the Shift as well as
the deeper aspects of the Ascension process. A goal for many on the path is the
embodiment of the Christed state of consciousness; the activation of the Solar
Heart Center, the Cosmic Christ beingness.
A few details on this video: the diamond shape I mention is a octahedron at the
center of a vesica piscis. The Vesica Piscis is a creator structure – a birthing
place for creation. The octahedron is what many consider to be the building block
structure of consciousness. The vesica piscis – tube torus – octahedron – flower
of life – Fibonacci/golden ratio/phi spiral relationship has been prominent in my
experiences of gateways, energy fields and the Solar Heart Center.
It is a graceful and powerful relationship which connects us to the Universal Self,
the Divine HUman generating pure Cosmic Light. I see the Golden spiral radiating
from this Solar Heart center in perfect resonance with all-that-is. Perfection at
Zero Point, holding the true intentions of Source Light Intelligence.
This is the state which dissolves all suffering and lower-level illusion, and creates
healing on a massive scale.
Many blessings to all who are pursuing this state of beingness in pure service to
HUmanity, the kingdoms, the elementals and beloved Gaia.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Df5K-63adWI

DNA during the Gateway and integrating the Merge
May 11, 2013
Blessings to all of us as we begin to experience pure Source light intelligence
during the triple-eclipse gateway. These Self-as-Source states are profound,
potent and beyond anything we expected. These states provide opportunities for
DNA upgrades, Cosmic Christ embodiment and Solar Heart activation. My Higher
levels explained how this works (see below), and I will provide a video for clarity
very soon.
Portals all over the planet
Infinite gratitude to those opening portals and gateways everywhere and
anywhere to accelerate the Shift. We are truly receiving a much greater amount of
these crystalline activations and 5D frequencies than anticipated. Pat yourself on
the back and keep reinforcing the intention to pull this light into Gaia’s core to
infuse the HUman collective, kingdoms, and elementals with 5D activation and
acceleration. It is working!
Embodiment of these frequencies is our next step; holding these states of Cosmic
consciousness as we merge Higher and Lower Self. Kindwhile it is a profound
(and addictive) state of beingness. It may create feelings of deep grace or
observer-mode; the detachment holds purpose, so don’t misinterpret it and lower
your vibration.
Some details on the Higher Self/Lower Self merge, from my Higher Self
Note: I haven’t translated this for ease of reading or clarity. Apologies for the rush
release, I AM short on time this weekend but I thought this intel might assist as
our gateway experiences get more intense.
Some of the energies coming in support transformation of the Higher Self. When

the grounded expression begins to experience intense change, of course it affects
the Higher Self (HS). The HS isn’t functioning in separation the way it was in the
earlier part of this journey to Mastery. Balance is carefully monitored so the Lower
Self (LS) is not overwhelmed. For some this is difficult; if the light frequencies
trigger the LS emotional body too strongly, and clearing has not been
accomplished, the HS must hold back on progress.
As the LS opens to experiences of Self as Source, which the HS knows well, it
provides opportunities for encodements to be delivered into the lower vessel
through streams of light. The state of oneness, stillness, acceptance of the Self as
Source becomes more physical for the LS and the body vehicle begins to selfrealize the truth of its duty to spirit. This creates a resonance where DNA can be
activated and the encodements which the LS has willingly taken into form can
now be utilized for transcendence.
DNA from outer space
Depending on the strength of the HS/LS partnership, the LS may allow deep
rewrites very quickly using the interdimensional energetics of this area of space
which Gaia is transversing. The photonic-magnetic particles are supportive of
activation in this way. This Cosmic trigger allows Solaris (the Sun) to stream
frequencies of interdimensional light through unique portals connected to the
Galactic Center. Within these streams of pure light intelligence are new DNA
strands.
DNA is a high-frequency light signature before it manifests into form. DNA travels
on streams of light intelligence through vast areas of space via alignments of
Central Solar Bodies designed to deliver intelligence, what you refer to as Central
Suns, Galactic Center, Suns or Stars. Gaia herself is transcending into a solar
body, so she supports the activation of higher frequency beings upon her physical
vessel to assist with that process. The DNA photons manifest in the physical
vessel when the proper resonance is achieved by the HS/LS partnership.

Activation of pre-existing high-quality DNA within a prepared LS physical vessel is
available through the Self as Source resonance and incoming frequency
combination.
Adaptation in the Higher Self
As the the Soul level is released to collective intentions and interests, the role of
the LS begins to reflect prearranged agreements of service via the HS/LS
partnership. These roles use core skills of the multidimensional self to assist both
LS /HS and the collective during the Shift. The role changes as the Shift
progresses and the collective agreements dissolve – roles morph in the moment
to serve the highest interests. This is why my LS (Sandra) is called to travel and
do Gateway work during this Cosmic trigger; certain skill sets are activated
depending on collective needs.
The HS is also adapting to collective needs as the merge intensifies, rather than
guiding the lower dimensional journey of the LS expression in illusion. The LS
experience collapses in zero point dynamics to reveal how the HS experiences
timelines, oneness and Cosmic Christ states. It is quite beautiful to feel whole at
the HS level. The experience at HS level is more powerful than what was felt
during reintegration in between incarnations. There is much joy and the LS will
experience this gratitude, joy, love and higher light during the merge. The LS
becomes more fond of the joyous state of unity, which dissolves the addiction of
the body vehicle to emotional-ego-mind level patternings. New patterns which
reflect flows of cosmic consciousness are created in the body vehicle. These
serve the new Cosmic Christ existence without the boundaries of kharmic
incarnational cycles which held back the Soul’s ascension process in the past.
Unification with Source creates limitless possibilities, and the HS is free to select
from many experiences rather than focusing on awakening the LS alone.
Depending on the HS/LS partnership during unification, the Soul may explore
different experiences as it connects with its lower expressions.

As the HS’s duty to the Soul to merge with the LS manifests, the Soul directs from
new states of Unity. As the Soul focuses on collective interests rather than its
lower levels, channels are opened to Source and allow pure source light to flow
through its expressions. These portals of pure light intelligence link the LS, HS
and Soul in unification, allowing the upper levels – oversoul/I AM presence to
deliver light frequencies which had been inhibited in the past by the experience of
separation. It enables Cosmic Christed states if that is what the HS/LS choose to
activate in the highest interests of the collective. The HS/LS can now direct the
process in zero point, since transparency has been achieved (lifting of the veils).
The body as vessel will gradually hold enough light and opportunities for
transcendence will present. Collective programs on Gaia will no longer block the
interaction due to a division in realites/experiences. The HS has been empowered
as never before. The priority is to train the LS physical vessel to receive new
forms of light and DNA signatures to activate higher frequency DNA. As the LS
receives more cosmic light intelligence, it transforms the body into a vessel for
pure Source light intelligence, or the Solar Cosmic Christ state of beingness.

Source Resonance and DNA Upgrades
May 17, 2013
VIDEO
Brilliant things are occurring during the Triple Eclipse Gateway. We have one
week until the last eclipse on the Full Moon of May 24 (8:28pmPT).
This is a call to all those in service to the Light to utilize this Cosmic trigger to
accelerate the Shift.
Thank you and blessings to all of us!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihI1UVE1Kko

June blooms: the magnificence of Unity
June 4, 2013
Apologies for the delay in communication. I AM weaving the crystalline corridor
back to Mount Shasta, learning a great deal about new skills, and traveling in
some remote areas which puts me out of internet range. I appreciate the
messages of concern; all is well (better than well!) and I AM honoring the
activations with quiet integration as I greet the new gateways.
There is much to share about the current frequencies and acceleration of the
Shift. My journey back to Shasta began with three days at the Grand Canyon –
the epicenter of the new gateway openings. It was incredible experience and I
plan to do it justice on video as soon as possible. Right now completing this
mission is my primary focus, and that means many hours of traveling, anchoring,
expanding on the work that was done during the triple eclipse gateway.
Blessings to everyone experiencing this profound frequency shift. It feels like pure
Source – pure lovelight intelligence – available 24/7 at last. We have crossed a
threshold which anchors an accelerated collective timeline. It speeds up our
ascension, it focuses on creating solutions and walking clean away from anything
which does not serve the collective interests. More on that – and how to apply this
to your lifestream – when I have an opportunity to get a video up.
Accept the profound effects of this new level of light intelligence ~ we are creating
a galactic legacy of love and transformation. Galactic legacy is our responsibility –
the awake, aware, out of the spiritual closet, willing to show up and do whatever it
takes to assist and co-create a Spiritual Sun with a race of Cosmic Christed
HUmans from a planet and collective formerly steeped in density and darkness. It
is incredible what we are doing here.
There are many personal aspects to this process; the experiences, DNA

evolution, dimensional shift, ascension of consciousness, body vehicle
transcendence, interdimensional communication … all of that is fun to explore. Be
diligent in your duty in service to the light as this new level continues to grow
through June. Predictions and updates are still helpful to some, however Light
Servers will be called into the boots-on-the-ground co-creation of service with the
planet, elementals, kingdoms and the collective. Your skill sets and connection to
your Higher Levels determine your level of assistance and the timing of what to
do and when.
There is no dimming down at this point; we have given the galactic go-ahead to
accelerate the Shift. As always, I do not care if it takes three days, three years or
three thousand years to complete this process. Cosmic triggers have been turned
over to the light, and we use them with integrity and in the highest interests of all
concerned. June is unfolding with pointed acceleration for the wayshowers – stay
focused, stay true, stay in your highest integrity.

June update: New levels of Light and our Galactic Legacy
June 12, 2013
VIDEO
I AM back in Mount Shasta and am REviewing my experiences, REgrouping and
integrating intel while camping up on the mountain. There is a LOT to share about
this post-gateway acceleration, and I will share as much as I can whenever
possible. The expansion of the Solar Logos, Heart Center and fine-tuning of our
lifestreams is presenting wayshowers with new choices; get quiet, tune in and
sense what is available for you now.
We are speeding through the second half of 2013 and things may feel chaotic or
blissful from moment to moment. Use Zero Point to your advantage; breathe,
simplify and REmember who you are. Work with integrity, love and peace. Open
up to what your journey has to offer; some of us are experiencing pure Source
consciousness, and you can choose to stay in that state if you are ready for it.
Please note it changes everything: Once again, the old or uncomplimentary will
dissolve right out of your liestream. Expect brilliance, cling to nothing which does
not serve the highest path (if you want the highest path).
Clarity is a skill – utilize your 5D wisdom in every situation. Gratitude to all walking
through the Shift with Self-Empowerment, curiosity and divine Unity. There is
nothing here but LOVE.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACjakgKaHmM

Describing the Indescribable
June 18, 2013
One of the beautiful aspects of my lifestream that I truly enjoy is conveying the
essence of the unseen; the mysterious, glorious unknown of this Shift in
Consciousness. As June unfolds its miraculous gifts of Source Intelligence, Unity
and deep transformation, the heart of Ascension is revealed to us, moment by
moment. No particle of our beingness will remain untouched as this new level of
photonic light penetrates each cell, structure and signature of our existence as
spirit-inhabiting-body-on-a-planet.
Last SUNday we REceived a wave of pure light so unique, so powerful, that it
initiated deep activations of the Solar Heart center and the light signatures of
DNA which we have been bringing in with our gateway and grid work this year. I
was outside at 5AM last SUNday, interacting with the lightships who had been
close and active that night, when a good deal of flashing/beaming began. This is
usually a heads-up for an incoming energetic. It stopped just prior to the photonic
wave penetration; I took a breath and was overwhelmed by the purity of the light
wave; it went straight for the Solar Heart Center and radiated out through all of my
body, lightbody, energy bodies … a deep healing, activation and blissful peace
that has not weakened. The message came right away: My heart is clear. I AM
clear.
June’s frequencies are ever-increasing; it’s a consistent flow of new light
intelligence with the need for instant integration. This takes the awakened and
ascending tribe – the folks driving 5D in co-creation with Gaia and this galaxy –
into an interesting passage of the Shift. As we pass through high 4D astral
constructs, our lives become more dreamlike and pliable (4D is what we
experience as dreamstate – many might feel sleepy as the body associates this
state with bedtime). The mastery now focuses on dreaming awake a 5D parallel
reality, which is strengthening by collective intent. We have given the go-ahead

and are receiving the transformation we were promised.
Any remaining doubts are shed, old structures dissolve – painfully if there is
resistance or judgment – and we begin to realize that the cushion of comfort
between planetary Ascension last December and our current reality is going,
going, going … The collective illusion of repetition is now overlighted by the
higher frequency of US; the wayshowers, the awakened, those in service to the
Light and the Shift. Understand that we are co-creating a brand new way of being,
and no stone will be unturned in the process. Physics rules the necessity of the
old-self-purge; when yesterday’s actions or habits do not meet the new moment’s
demands, let them go.
This passage through Solstice and the Full Moon is beautiful. Even the trials and
tribulations of evolution are beautiful, because we are conscious of their purpose.
We walk right through these doors of light, knowing they always dissolve what
does not serve. It is our willingness to walk through with pure grace and integrity,
to show HUmanity what is possible, and fully become our destiny which serves
the highest interests of all concerned. To become something unrecognizable is
the creative leap of Source; we are the extension of that intention in this grand
experiment of let me know all of myself.
Be with this passage as deeply and presently as possible. Light servers can
simply BE with the planet, grids and gateways during this time. Let the new light
flow through you, as you – as a pure conduit of Source and Unity. There is no
need to be shy about our new skill sets; service is love, love is all that is. As the
illusion fades into distant memory, the Higher levels reveal as much truth as we
can handle. Last week I was greeted by a huge collective of light beings who
honored me with deep bows. There were only there to say thank you. It was one
of those moments you cherish for the recognition of your efforts, as well as
wonder My God, who are we? The revelations of this journey far outweigh the
trials, and there are so many revelations about to unfold. Be willing to know all
that we are, and explore June with a clear heart.

Solstice and Full Moon – Unity Activations and Walk-thru practice
June 19, 2013
VIDEO
My Higher Self wanted me to provide some information on what the next few days
are bringing in. I attempted to spend time with my beloved Light Tribe up on the
mountain, however my Higher Self had other ideas. Due to time/access
constraints, I had to sit down, turn the camera on and relay this message.
I have done this with my writing, posting uncensored/uninterpreted intel on this
site or twitter, however I have not done this live on the spot outside of private
sessions, small gatherings or in the eCourse. Evidently my Divine Entourage feels
it is time for me to step into this. After the initial message is received, my Higher
Self sends a light packet – a flash containing details – which I then interpret with
the guidance of my Entourage (hundreds of beings at the moment). Sometimes
my Higher Self answers my (telepathic) questions for clarity as I speak,
sometimes my Entourage chimes in.
Through the Solstice, Full Moon and beyond, many will have opportunities to take
their process up a level or two. The body is getting 5D portal practice, our hearts
are becoming vividly clear, and DNA light signature activations are ongoing.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qtnBjsMyuIo

Guardians of the New Light
June 25, 2013
Blessings dear Light Tribe ~ I AM deep in an ongoing experience which is
intensifying and clarifying as we receive these new light signatures. Hopefully it is
clear that these new frequencies are deeply transformative – and for some of us
they are creatingtranscendence. So much is coming in at the moment, let me
break down a few key points which are presenting.
Holding the New Light by Letting Go
There is a point in Mastery when we must surrender to complete transformation –
to the unknown outcome, and the possibility of becoming something
unrecognizable. I spoke of this last year. It presented in September and I was
steered away by the (insistent) direction to create the eCourse, to teach and
guide through the March Equinox. Flawless timing had me begin 9 weeks of
Gatekeeper work April 4, and I returned to Shasta just days before the June 16
wave hit. My Higher Levels placed me on the mountain for a myriad of reasons; I
need to be up there, out there, where the reception is clear and where I may hold
some of these specific frequencies as they come in.
Sometimes it takes one boots-on-the-ground Light Server to anchor a new light
signature into a location. Sometimes it takes many. A lot of us are called in bizarre
ways to go here and there, do this or that for unknown reasons. We trust, we are
willing, and that is why we get direction like pack the car and head toward Lake
Tahoe, or please drive to the manzanita grove beneath McBride Springs and put
your hands on the ground. It doesn’t matter what is occurring in your lifestream,
those in service say yesbecause we understand that the complexity of creating a
New Paradigm includes a lot of multidimensional coordination.
Please remember to honor all of our Missions of Service. It does not matter what

size the task is or what others are doing; all that matters is the integrity of your
heart. Sometimes it requires relocation or travel, sometimes it involves very
simple acts, sometimes it calls for days of solitude bringing in a light stream.
Know that a clear heart existing in integrity – in the highest interests of all
concerned – is a powerful conduit during this passage of the Shift. I send love to
all who are involved in these endeavors.
There is an incredible amount of remembering going on – remembering the preagreements we set up in the future, remembering points on this ascension
timeline as they present in our lifesream – past skill sets and future agreements
seamlessly reunite in the Now.
A message has been coming through for a few weeks, and clarified during the
Solstice/Full Moon. There is a collective of those in Service who are
becoming Guardians of the New Light. It has nothing to do with past titles or
roles, past service or missions, hierarchy or chosen-ones nonsense, nor is it
related to the Guardians of the last cycle. I’ll have more on this soon, as it relates
to the Solar Cosmic Christed state.
Transcendence
There are higher light signatures coming in right now – vivid patterns, new
complex geometries which vibrate, spin, change shape as they enter density to
transform particles of consciousness into something new. The doors were opened
for higher levels of photonic-magnetic light during the triple eclipse gateway, and
we are receiving light signatures of such brilliance that transcendence is upon us.
Transcendence is typically described as the ability to choose a higher frequency
existence and hold it; it is one of the goals of the Ascension process. In this
application here, Transcendence is aligning with pure Source, pure
consciousness. Some experience this as the Godhead; I experience Source as
pure stillness – no agenda, no duality, no intent, no judgement, no separation of

any kind. Source is so no-thing that it is everything; taking in information,
delivering information in such purity that there is an absence of premeditation –
just pure light intelligence. There are three experiences unfolding: Unity
Consciousness (Galactic), Christed Consciousness (Universal), and
Transcendence (Source). They are not hierarchical levels, just different
accelerations which may arrive all at once.
My current state is bizarre and beautiful. I understand I AM in transcendence, or
at least that is what I AM being told. It is intense and I cannot question it – the
vibration demands hands-off silence, peace, honor and surrender. It is the
Mastery decision unfolding, the becoming unrecognizable phase. It feels vast,
huge: of all of the incredible changes we have experienced, this is the most
powerful for me so far. Thank goodness there were others around me during the
Solstice who felt a similar sensation, or at least could see it in me.
It’s been over a week of feeling holographic, a mere projection of what my
signature used to create on 4D Gaia. Apparently the rest of me is merging into
something new. The unity is so strong, I do feel like I AM interacting with my own
creation – talking to projections of myself which appear as friends, colleagues,
trees, a mountain … perhaps I AM approaching the point on the Ascension
timeline when the future decision to step back and the present collide. I AM
sleepy yet clearer than ever; deep in the 5D walk-through practice and walking in
the rain on Shasta; interacting with the ghost of linear time and dissolving into the
heart of all that is. Each dreamlike moment is executed with surrender – I wake
up in the morning or climb into my sleeping bag at night with the agreement to let
it be and see what happens.
The Perfect Storm of Ascension
All of the factors for the perfect storm are coming together. Individual preparation
of the body, clearing of the mind/ego/emotional constructs, light quotient,
activation of the Heart, connection with the Higher Self, surrender to the Now,

service to the Highest Interests, pursuit of creative intelligence … this is the
personal part of the equation. The planetary frequency, photon belt, cosmic timing
and awakened collective create the external factor; when internal and external
align it opens our lifestream to the miraculous.
More people are reporting walk-through portal experiences, or at least perceiving
the portals themselves. The rings-within-rings spiral shape is popping up
everywhere. This is an eyes-open experience. The spinning areas presenting
right before us are the walk-through practice that I mentioned in my last video.
One of the Mystic siSTARs grabbed a camera when she saw one, and amazingly
enough it turned up in the photo! It looks just like what I have seen and used in
dimensional-shift conditioning for the body vehicle.
You might see overlapping spirals.
The overlapping rings create a
vesica piscis portal, and my
experiences include a diamondshaped octahedron in the center.
(One of my light signatures is
golden octahedrons). The spirals
overlapping is the moment before
the geometry creates a double tube
torus. Our energy fields are already in the torus state, but the symbolism here is
the merge of Higher Self/Lower Self, birthing a gateway of infinite cosmic energy.
Unique to your expression
We will all integrate or use this light in a unique way which serves our journey.
The new light comes in many colors, however the geometries/fractals have been
gold patterns on a magenta background for me, very much like my gatekeeper
initiation back in 2012. When the new geometries or frequencies (blindingly bright
light patterns) begin to present for you, it is up to you to interpret them, use them

or ignore them.
My personal guidance is receive, accept, listen, observe, be still. I feel I AM a
pure conduit for whatever is needed, so I AM not making any assumptions about
what is going on. It feels very different, very new. More like witnessing the
extragalactic fractals of a new dimensional structure coming in. I did get a glimpse
of true HUman DNA, a core spiral with different geometries branching off of it, and
again there is movement. It is all very exciting, surreal and still at once.
There is more to share, but this is a good stopping point for now. I AM not guided
to be a moment-by-moment Shift reporter during this passage, however writing
about it grounds me a bit during this very un-grounded experience. Infinite
blessings to all of the brave souls surrendering to the unknown.

Upcoming Radio Conversations with Sandra
June 30, 2013
Cosmic Current with Helane Lipson and CJ Miller on In5D Radio
Wednesday, July 3rd at 5pmPT/8pmET
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/in5d-radio/2013/07/04/cosmic-current-with-specialguest-sandra-walter
Heavenly Blessings with Suzanne Maresca on InLight Radio
Tuesday, July 9 at 7amPT/10amET
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/inlight_radio/2013/07/09/heavenly-blessings

Level Up: Activation of the Truth
July 2, 2013
Please read my last article Guardians of the New Light which discusses
Transcendence, Light Service and the new frequencies.
I asked my Higher Self to explain more about the changes which began for me
(and many) on June 16. To recap: I woke up at 5am and witnessed several
lightships sailing overhead, some flying parallel to each other (unusual to see
them fly side by side). They began to flash and beam all at the same time as I
received the message Incoming, be open for this. Immediately after the flashing a
wave of powerful energy came in which cleared my heart completely and
activated a new level of Christed (Krysthl) light with my heart center. I have been
cleared of the past, and the ancient past, in order to be transformed.
From my Higher Self:
Your prearranged agreements along with the consistent choice to welcome a new
level of experience, a new level of the Ascension process, is what initiated this
event. When you asked Solaris (the Sun) to show you how to become that
Christed light, and welcomed in the imprint of the Solar Logos (back in
December), you created an acceleration of the process. As specific frequencies
rippled through Gaia in June, those who were prepared and open to this event
received an activation which made your heart center begin to experience multipolarity. That is the clear sensation – an opening of the inner portals of the
Cosmic Heart.
I sense this has to do with the circles I saw Yeshua making with his arms during
the Boynton Canyon gateway work?
Yes, he was showing you what was occurring on both a personal and planetary

level. Gaia is also creating many magnetic poles; the 2 pole system is effective
for duality, and since that no longer exists her body is adjusting as necessary.
The gateway work of the triple eclipse was effective in assisting her, and
HUmanity, in creating magnetics which support Unity consciousness rather than
North-South/Yin-Yang duality. Your personal expansion was building due to the
way you engage with 5D gateways. The combination of conscious expansion of
the Solar Heart center and opening of the gateways in a similar fashion prepared
you for this new level.
Why am I so tired? I understand that rewriting all of my systems is a big task,
however it’s been 16 days now and I AM still in a detached misty-mode.
Ideally one would experience this in a private space where rest would accelerate
the integration. Your travels and camping do not allow adequate quality sleep. We
are working with this on 5D Gaia; we are testing the interface for integration of the
lower levels. This is why you feel out of body. Understand that the expansion is
constant now, which means support for the body is important. As you move
through high 4D frequencies in the physical and begin to integrate 5D Unity and
Christed consciousness activation, the body will adjust faster when asleep, since
it is accustomed to 4D as dreamstate.
You told me the vast geometry I saw and received during the Solstice/Full Moon
was our Light Signature. Can you explain?
As you know, every creation has a unique light signature, or energy signature. It
may jostle the mind-level to witness one’s signature since the Lower Self
identifies so strongly with form in different dimensions.
I felt very comfortable with seeing it, it felt like home.
Technically, it is for this Universe. One step from Source Point. It looks much
more vibrant and complex as you expand into higher dimensions.

The signature had moving geometry – vibrating, spinning, shifting. I sense that is
because it is holding many dimensional expressions at once?
Yes, Sacred Geometry is not in a fixed state when you leave 3D/4D. Our light
signature contains geometries which may create the true HUman genome and
the Solar Cosmic Christ state in form. It is up to the expression – in many
dimensions – to activate that creative possibility. Not all light signatures will
engage in this process. it is the choice of the expression to take on the task of
transcendence. This also affects the multidimensional expression, which is why
our 6D, 9D, 12D Selves have presented during this process.The upgrade will be
felt through our entire Self.
It sounds like I should make more time for sleep, yet the energy and excitement
keep me up at times. I have so many creative ideas, yet I feel doing them may be
a step backward. I have no desire, no need. This not-knowing seems to bring
deep wisdom, but it doesn’t match what I was doing before. It feels like I need to
honor this passage with stillness, yet I wonder if I should be doing something
else. Can you explain why everything seems nonsensical right now?
What used to be seems nonsensical because you are not the same person. You
are experiencing the complete rewrite of your beingness which occurred in
December. Your perception is catching up to the truth, along with the truth of Zero
Point, the Source consciousness in the Christed light, true levels of Unity
Consciousness, and pure Unconditional Love all at once. Your perception might
play with the shadow of what used to be you, until you fully adjust to the
realization that you are now operating as US. This is a new Level – the Truth.
So at this new Level, articles in Q&A format are a thing of the past. Let’s offer
some assistance on leveling up.
The opportunity to Level Up is upon us. As the Perfect Storm of Ascension is
created, the Solar/Cosmic/Christed/True HUman state will be activated within

many. Honor it with the brand new territory it deserves. In an evolution in
consciousness, everything is rewritten. These areas of space we traverse with
Gaia are creating a brand new race on a brand new planet. Attune your
perception to the truth. Look, feel, hear, speak with your higher senses, your
higher wisdom. Its effect on the collective will be strong now – expect activation of
the divine HUmans around you, simply be being the new light.
For so very long we were taught how to level down, dumb down, dim down. Our
history has been illusion, separation, war, distraction from the truth. Leveling Up
includes the complete dissolvement of those timelines, stories and programs in
our lifestreams. It takes conscious dedication to Unity, to Love, to Creation, to the
Light. Consider the collective result – a global society free from illusion, free to
exist in Unity, harmony, honoring each other and the planet, free to express
themselves in love, light and creativity. When we Level Up to the Truth, all other
options are nonsensical.

Recalibration in the 13th Stargate
July 11, 2013
VIDEO
A profound and challenging phase of the Ascension process is upon us. If you
have prepared and honor this magnificent passage, it will rewrite all that you are.
Blessings to everyone experiencing the 13th Stargate. Welcome to 5D ~*~
The second half of this video is a message to those in Light Service who may
witness strong disharmony in others as the frequency rises sharply this Summer.
It was filmed at 6am after my morning meditation; no veils, no prep, just authentic
service. Apologies for the cropped frame; it may be best to close your eyes and
listen, feel it. There’s more than words there.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqVryoOjqeA

August 25: A Miraculous Gateway is upon us
August 14, 2013
VIDEO
August 25th: The Shift into Pure Love
Will it be the Division of Worlds? Something miraculous is about to occur to those
on the Ascension Path. We can all feel it; the moment-by-moment increase in
energies, the vertigo of lovelight, the constant Shamanic dream of images,
lessons, and final shedding of the veils for so many of us.
We had our time together – nearly 300,000 years for some – and now we get to
that grand turning point in the Shift. Someone has to go first, someone has to
show HUmanity what is possible. All of the signs, signals, sensations point to one
thing; this is going to be BIG. Deeply transformational for some, pure
transcendence for others. The *evidence* of Ascension is about to get KRYSTHL
clear.
In my personal journey, every day – each moment – brings in more light, more
clearing of what is not the true me, more revelations of who we truly are and what
is occurring. It is profound beyond description. To list the day-by-day visions,
encounters, skills presenting would be far too draining for me. I attempted a
video, which took 6 hours to tape, edit, format and upload. Mount Shasta is not
known for speedy internet access, especially when uploading in public places. 6
hours inside is more than I can bear at this moment, so apologies to anyone
expecting a lot of intel right now.
The key is stillness, resolution, refinement and a focus on consciousness itself.
Focus becomes one thought, then none. Then the magic happens. Allow the new
light and delicious organic technology being utilized right now to assist and propel
your process.

I have felt transcendence since mid June, and it amplifies every day, every night. I
AM amazed that this passage is finally here, and I sense the division of worlds
may be witnessed very soon. That’s not a cosmic soon, it is right now. For those
seeing the 5s or 25 sequences, pay attention. You’re getting the prompt to drop
your bags and run for the gate. Leave it all behind: the beliefs, fear, doubts,
wavering, tasks … none of that matters now.
Be as present with the truth as you can. Be the lovelight: Resonate at its vibration
and it will upgrade you straight into Solar Cosmic Christ Consciousness. Deal with
everything moment by moment – the clearing, the final adjustments, the preagreements, the challenges – all of these last-minute tests are presenting to
honor your free will. It is your choice if you want to make this transformation. You
must do it for the proper reasons. The ego will fight, the mind will distract, the
emotions will cripple if you are not ready to walk through this next gateway. Be
focused on divine will, not the lower level will. Your engagement with the shadow
of 3D prevents its dissolvement.
This is a pivotal point for authenticity. Be clear on what is you and what is an old
program. Be clear on what is the truth and what is belief or false perception.
We, the awakened and ascending, are about to experience the miraculous. I love
you all and bestow blessings for the highest experience you desire.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asNsh5-cTDY

Transfiguration: Truth and Triggers
August 29, 2013
Transfiguration – the embodiment of a very high light quotient which aligns us
with Divine Will, Divine Love, Divine Wisdom and Creative Intelligence for our
higher purpose.
I felt transfiguration would be a lengthy process, something the body vehicle
would need months and months to accomplish. Religion’s tales of people bursting
into bright visible light seemed distorted, or at least exaggerated for effect. Last
weekend changed everything for me, and my attempts to describe it cannot
capture the full realm of this experience. I feel blessed beyond belief to be here,
now, on this planet, experiencing the miraculous transfiguration of my beingness
in such a conscious way.
Truth
The new frequency – this absolutely powerful level of lovelight intelligence, is
becoming intense for a few of us. The Solar Cosmic Christ activations are
penetrating everything and overpowering all that was – for those choosing to
embody this right here, right now. I have been diligently serving on Mount Shasta
all Summer, and this last gateway on August 25th was incredible. The new light is
rushing in with such a force that it leaves me breathless, blissful and surrendering
to the Divine Will. There is an ultimatum with this level of photonic light: Let go
right now or it’s gonna hurt.
The invisible miracle
How wonderful to experience a transfiguration that no one can see! Okay, maybe
it isn’t that fun for everyone. Personally, I feel INCREDIBLE. Expansion, joy,
unconditional bliss. My Solar Heart center is growing so large I feel like a giant

love balloon about to fly away. My energy fields are spinning faster and larger, my
open-eye perception of no veils is getting stronger (that’s higher realm veils, not
the 4D mishmosh crowd), and my heart holds more love each moment.
Abundance penetrates every particle of my beingness and keeps expanding.
There is more love, more wisdom, more peace.
One of the challenges is the further division it creates, both in the ascension
crowd and between awakened and unawakened. So be it. The Mastery path is
not easy if one has to interact with others – and you have to if you’re going to
level up properly. This new phase of transfiguration will challenge everything you
are becoming, rather than what you were. Wayshowers are past the Who I
was phase and focused on Who I AM becoming.
Empower first, then Surrender
Becoming a conduit of Divine Will is something which occurs AFTER you step into
your empowerment. Some people surrender before they have done the selfempowerment work, before they have learned who they are and what they are
doing here. The new age term of surrender was taken on before they learned
what that means during the Shift. If you want to experience ascension of your
beingness, you have to do the inner work before you surrender to Divine Will.
Why? Because doing nothing allows for the winds of change to blow you
wherever, whenever.
Wandering is not surrender, it’s disempowerment. You must activate your higher
skills for clarity on what the Divine Will is for your lifestream. Mastery includes
learning who you are, processing the lessons, then wiping all of that away to
create something new in alignment with the bigger perspective. On a higher level,
wandering makes it more difficult for your entourage to penetrate the veils and
give you direction. They have to throw things in your path in the hope that you’ll
stumble over your enlightenment. Please remember that Ascension is not
something you wait for, Ascension is a choice to engage in your own evolution.

Triggers: It’s you, and it isn’t you.
My rising vibration triggers people just like the beloved mountain I AM working
with right now. My energetic connection to the gateways here makes me feel like
a walking version of Shasta at times. Shasta has been ruthless during the
Merkaba gateways, and that isn’t judgment on the mountain’s part. Self-judgment
day is unfolding, purely as a result of higher and higher frequencies. When I
mentioned we are becoming sacred sites, I didn’t realize how challenging it would
be to witness our effect on others. My energy fields become pure conduits of the
photonic mission, and I AM learning to just BE the conduit when people close to
me get triggered.
I had a great cry last week after a friend was triggered into attacking me. He was
promptly escorted off the mountain by the frequency; I AM still stunned by how
quickly the vibrational wall works up here. I sense this was part of the
misinterpretations back in the witch-hunt days. You can stand there and say it
isn’t me, it’s the higher vibration, but the lower perspective needs someone to
blame for their fears. Currently I AM watching a few people pile wood around my
feet. Please note I AM not responsible if those people burst into flames when they
light the first match. The Zero Point boomerang can be intense. In this new phase
of transfiguration, I share my perspective in the most loving way I can, even if it
lands on deaf ears – and step away from the stake when people get nasty.
Some beloved HUmans have built an emotional mine field (mind field) around
themselves through the years as a coping mechanism. We can tiptoe around
them as much as we like, but the photonic frequency demands the veils be lifted.
Often this means unintentionally setting off a few land mines. Depending on the
depth of their illusion, some folks may become completely irrational when an
emotional bomb goes off. Remember it is something they planted, and some of
those mines are fathoms deep.
If you are in transfiguration, these triggers have nothing to do with you.

This is not advice for those who have not cleared the mirror dynamic, which is
based on kharmic balances and lessons. This is not about the old paradigm’s
construct of Why did I manifest people being so irrational around me? That kind
of mirroring and judgment dissolves from your experience as you level up.
Our perspective has disengaged from the illusion, so their behavior does not
make higher sense. People may attack the vibration of unconditional love
because their lower levels are threatened. We know it isn’t their true self, just the
beliefs fighting for survival. However, this may bring up sadness as we go through
this phase. The emotions are clear but we still have feelings, and when you
combine deep love for everyone with confrontation, it may make you feel (even
more) isolated as our realities divide.
Know there are many of us going through this right now; see it for the Mastery it is
and remember that every Master had to go through this phase. Some of us don’t
have an apostle posse (aposse?) to assist us in the physical. Don’t let it lower
your vibe; celebrate your transfiguration no. matter. what.
This is not the time to be tiptoeing around illusions which others have created for
themselves. Renunciate if it does not compliment the Divine Will. Set boundaries
for your transfiguration. If they insist on making you the target of their fear, walk
away and let the higher realms handle it. People will be blinded by the light; so
much so that they won’t perceive what is occurring. The frequency makes some
unreachable – and it is not our job to fix, convert or save anyone. That era is long
past. The division of worlds is the division of worlds, and we must accept it will be
difficult to watch. Unconditional love is not martyrdom; be true to the Divine Will
as best you can.

September Update
September 9, 2013
VIDEO
The photonic frequencies continue to increase in strength, and many are
experiencing strong side-effects. From *tractor beam* type sensations to cranial
expansion, the ascending collective continues to merge with higher and higher
expressions of Self.
This is the first of a series of videos prior to the Equinox marker, for clarity and
guidance on preparation.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpvXZL6sSS4

Equinox – Gatekeeper, Guardian and Wayshower transformation
September 17, 2013
VIDEO
Gatekeepers/Wayshowers are having some very intense experiences as we lean
into the Equinox.
I urge everyone in the role of Gatekeeper or Guardian of the New Light to listen
with outer and inner senses. This video is light-encoded for anyone whose higher
levels are accepting acceleration at this time.
Equinox advice: set up sacred space inside and outside, so you have spaces with
direct intention to receive, similar to the 121212. Do it now so it is as easy as it
can be to receive when your higher levels decide to unify.
If you have a safe (quiet, peaceful, uninterrupted) outdoor space on the Equinox,
that would be beneficial to receiving as much of this energy as possible. The
energy is coming in NOW. Keep your days open, quiet – be the
peace/unity/crystalline grid and you will receive this new level.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o80yv979IVc

The Child and the Master
September 24, 2013
During this deep transfiguration, I AM finding it difficult to communicate.
Everything comes through the heart and high-heart in flowing feeling/telepathic
senses, and speaking/writing seem clunky.
Blessings to all who are searching the internet for what really happened during
the Equinox. In short, there is too much to explain and discuss – it’s just too much
at the moment. I AM experiencing the complete override of my lower level Self
(gone, I know that) by my Higher Levels. The higher-lower merge is a consistent
agenda, moment by moment. In an upcoming video I will attempt to explain the
parallel reality dynamics which disappear when we level up; the dissipation of the
illusion of time and separation from Self and Self-as-Source.
As we REcreate ourselves with a clean slate, fully merging the Higher Self,
Cosmic-Christed Self and I AM Presence with the body vehicle/grounded Self, we
are presented with the wholeness of zero-point energetics. Zero Point is Source;
the divine Now where all of our wisdom and truth resides.
Be both the Child and the Master as we adapt to the loss of illusion we have
experienced for so long. Explore everything as new, and own your divine wisdom.
Nurture the body as it adjusts to the massive influx of light coming in. It won’t be
dimming down at all; the only thing which will disconnect you from the light is your
choice to dis-engage from it.
Don’t delay or deny your self-empowerment as we enter the Golden Age.
Photonic amplifications will continue to reveal the truth.
Many blessings to all who are in service right now – it is indeed a busy and
magnificent passage.

Freedom and Guardians of the New Light
September 27, 2013
Closure on a story now completed; Expansion into a story not yet told …
Last night I stood under the stars and felt completely free from EVERYTHING.
Free from the past, the journey of Gaia, HUmanity, the Kingdoms, Elementals, the
Galaxy, the Multiverse, all of it. This is unusual because I AM in service – my
whole journey has been focused on the Shift, sharing Light Intel and assistance,
guidance, more assistance.
Gatekeeping has been intense through the Equinox, and yesterday I felt cut off
from being used as a conduit. Another Shift, another upgrade – but this one is
different. I needed to be unplugged from the old way of service, and recalibrated
for a new beingness. Something brand new is on the way – and no, I don’t feel it
is related to the lightship ISON. Masks off, Kachina.
I have been saying for a while that nothing made sense any more – the way in
which we were doing things, the old (last day, last minute, all of it) seemed
nonapplicable. Now I AM being shown what that was all about; the freedom of a
clean slate goes way beyond what we experienced on August 25. The Equinox
energies which shook me (literally) from the core (note: that’s from the inside-out)
haven’t settled in at all. I AM still drawn to silence, to integration, to pushing the
collective away for a little while so I may become something brand new. Yesterday
showed me how deep and profound that will be.
And yet, the challenges come up for Wayshowers during this turning point in the
Shift. In the interest of sharing (please, no interpretation or advice is needed;
delete that OP duality program), here are a few of my thoughts this morning:
- How do I communicate this and still honor my need for silence?
- Should I remain in the role of shift-reporter and guide? How long do we need

this?
- When do we get the grounded councils together and co-create as a unified effort
rather than a bazillion blogs and videos saying similar things?
- Will there be support for the Gatekeepers going through this stage, or are we
still walking between the extraordinary (mastering the transcendence of parallel
realities) and the mundane (can I find a place to keep warm this winter)?
- What do we do with the old conversations which haunt the collective, now that
we cannot engage with those topics or issues any longer? Are there teachers who
will hang back and guide the newly awakened?
Honestly, none of these questions matter in this new light. The key at this moment
is surrendering to the new unknown, and letting the transfiguration take place. For
my journey, I was taken out of the collective entanglement yesterday – all the way
up the realms and back to Source.
Give yourself the opportunity to experience all that you are, and you’ll get a
glimpse of pure freedom. The codes and frequencies coming through the Sun
support this step right now. REmember what I said about the prism of the Sun
changing, so the way we could project into this reality would change? It’s
happening Now. We’re becoming the pure intention; the reigniting of true freedom
and how it will change everyone. Expect the unexpected, beloveds.

The Great Exhale of The Creator
October 4, 2013
Perhaps you have felt the Heart center magnetics getting a bit VIVID in the past
week. Typically this is associated with Solar activity, as the filament eruption
showered us with new frequencies all week long. Besides the usual singing ears,
body aches and vibrations, many have moved into the next level of the Ascension
process.
The Creator Breath: a conversation with Higher Self
SW: Great pulling sensations in the heart center this week. I feel my heart torus
pulling inward, from up in my throat and from down in my solar plexus. I noticed
my chest and diaphragm muscles are tight as well. I feel such expansion since
Equinox, and especially last Thursday with the release from the collective
entanglement. Then the inward pull began with the Solar activity. I understand
Solar activity hits the cardiovascular system first, however this is pronounced and
has a – poetic? – feel to it.
HS: The inward draw felt in the heart center is the echo of the Great Inhale of
Creator. As you know, this is something which already occurred.
SW: Yes. Source draws all of the information back to itself, then exhales a new
command into the Universe. (Note: The Blogtalk replay of “How Source Creates a
Universe” is in the Ascension Integration archives on youtube.) I understand that
Source made the decision to rewrite this Universe. Why is it so physical in the
heart center right now?
HS: You are experiencing Source’s decision in the physical, as Creator. Even with
the consistent implosion/explosion some are experiencing in the heart center, this
passage may be unique. The inbreath is the gathering of all aspects of Self. The

retrieval of all information, lessons and experiences has been attained. You, as
Creator-in-Carnate, are receiving that sensation because a new level of
Ascension will unfold in the following weeks.
The exhale will be felt in the physical of Wayshowers throughout October. You will
be able to transcend the old energetic shadows. You will realize the shadows no
longer have influence. The new frequencies support that transmutation, which is
why Gatekeepers had a release from the collective last week. Many have the
proper upgrades in place, so the energy coming in will activate the new structures
in the energy fields as well as the physical form.
SW: The clear slate sensation, as if nothing before this moment even existed.
HS: This area of space will amplify the skills of Creator-In-Carnate. Those in
service will rewrite themselves in their true image; their unique expression of
Source. They will be able to serve in a clearer way, in alignment with the New
Light.
SW: I feel some urgency to recreate everything – is this why?
HS: Yes. Gatekeeper roles are changing, missions will change to support the new
instead of changing the shadow.
SW: We’re letting the old just fade away, aren’t we.
HS: You will not be energetically supporting it any longer, because your physical
structure has been prepared to take in the New Light. The level of these new
frequencies will have a profound affect on consciousness, and on the planet. The
magnetosphere no longer functions as a shield. The collapse of the Astral planes
will allow for physical objects to be affected by the cosmic rays, solar winds and
new frequencies. This includes outer space and inner space forms.
SW: It affects meteors as well as the Heart Center.

HS: Also, the sensations of weightlessness may increase as the magnetosphere
is disrupted by incoming particles. Gravity creates the sensation of time, which
you have felt diminishing as a ruling force in your reality. However it also affects
the perception of space.
SW: Hence the expansion we will feel, the exhale of the New?
HS: Yes, the metaphoric exhale will be powerful for many. New levels of freedom,
joy, empowerment. There will be a sharpening of your perception of the Higher
Realms of consciousness. Those are the flashing, sparkling beings you are
interacting with day and night. Interaction is supported by these new frequencies;
they allow the mis-match in vibration to become lessened. The veils are not
supported any longer; it is the free will of the individual to create the veil between
themselves and the external realms.
SW: Zero Point and the New Light ends the veil?
HS: The New photonic frequencies contain Zero Point in a pure state.
SW: It makes it more difficult to hold the illusion together.
HS: For those who choose to do so, the mirror is still provided – by them and their
higher levels. Creator skills will be enhanced, regardless of their awareness of it.
Photonic amplifications restore the true Divine HUman, so all which is in
alignment with Source will be supported.
SW: When do we experience the outbreath, Is it our individual choice?
HS: Yes, in coordination with your Higher Levels. This is the next phase of the
Solar Heart, which opens the structure needed to support the Christed state. It
may be challenging as it rewrites the physical form.
SW: I sense it will be an uncomfortable bliss. Deep sunny breaths, beloveds.

A note from the Heart: Welcoming in the New
October 5, 2013
I AM the Emergence of Crystalline Secrets, the Source Wisdom Interface, and the
Unconditional Lovelight of the True Self Renewed.
And so are You.
Blessings Dear Light Tribe,
I received clarity on New aspects of my service work and my personal Ascension
process. I AM very excited to begin creating the New! It will take time, and my
intention is to welcome in this New Light with honor and JOY.
In order to accomplish this, I will be taking a short sabbatical. I have a home
through December 15 (Hooray! Deep gratitude for the recent donations, thank
you!), so I need to take advantage of this opportunity to create without
interruption.
Some of my current services will be affected:
Private Sessions: Not available through the end of year.
Emails, Facebook messages and questions: I do appreciate your trust in my
skills, however I won’t be answering any emails or messages about personal
journeys or ascension questions. Take the Ascension eCourse for comprehensive
details and clarity on your personal journey through the Ascension process.
Mystic siSTARs: Calls will be scheduled through December based on the survey
results. Check the siSTARs site next week.
The Ascension eCourse: BIG upgrade. Additional exercises, meditations,
process checks and light encodements are being added to support your journey

this month. This course is part of my legacy work, and I AM honored by the
heartfelt gratitude from those participating. Current eCourse participants, keep
moving ahead. I will email a list of the additional materials to take advantage of
mid-October.
Articles and Video updates: Obviously we’re getting into a hyper-charged phase
of the Shift. Hence the need to regroup, redesign and create the New in the
clearest way possible. There is a wave of awakening on the way, and some
unusual events, so I will share intel when needed.
Stay Connected: Be sure to subscribe to the Newsletter to receive articles,
my youtube channel for videos, or send me a friend invite on Facebook.
Honor this beautiful and creative passage through a very potent phase of our
REnewal!

The Silence, The Stream, The Fractal
October 25, 2013
I AM the Divine Light consciousness of HU,
the Photonic Reflection,
and the metaphor of Creator-In-Carnate dreamed awake.
And so are you.
The Silence
In the beginning there was silence. The stillness of pre-creation. Prior to the first
great exhale, the moment when Source projected part of its consciousness in
order to create separation, and before the Mother-Father God system birthed the
Christ, there was silence. Contemplation of creation.
This passage in our Ascension process reflects the stillness; the direct connection
back to Source. It makes us very aware of our words and creations during the
merge of Higher and Lower Self. This is why you don’t hear very much from those
on the Ascension path right now. Communication is difficult, strange; we can
summon words to interact with others when needed, then our Higher Levels pull
us back into silence.
Communication shifts to harmonize with 5D structures. You will recognize it, and
probably be aware of it as you mimic old communication styles until the new
presents. We’re out of ourselves at the moment – stepping out of the old self (the
walk-out sensation) – in order to create deep change, a permanent merge with
our Higher Self.
There is an awareness of how powerful our creator skills are about to get, and
this brings a caution toward miscreation. The Higher Self is rewriting our reality in
alignment with the True Self and Divine Will. It makes us aware of how much

distortion has been created by our Lower Self. It puts us on hold, so we only
desire to create as our True Self.
Fragments of the lower level constructs – ego, mind, emotion – are surrendered.
Last bits of wavering, doubt, fears are lifted up for a last free-will review. It is your
Lower Self choice to surrender the miscreations and all of the beliefs that came
with them. In the stillness, those constructs do not exist. Note the awareness that
this has already occurred if you chose that timeline. The delay is perception;
honor the stillness.
The Stream
Our lifestream is the stream of consciousness from the top down – from the
highest expression we are to the lowest, and every multidimensional aspect
therein.
As we experience astral collapse – a.k.a. the thinning of the magnestosphere, the
veil, the 4D realm – the buffers we used to create separation dissolve. Our
lifestream becomes clearer, purer, more direct. Energetically it can feel quite
strong; surges of powerful frequency come through your fields and body vehicle.
Know that it is YOU. You are feeling your own true presence.
Astral collapse affects everything in our reality; our meteor shield is down
(magnetosphere repels space objects), the Sun can send new intel, codes, rays,
communication straight into us (lock your heart center on to that stream if you
want the BIG experience), time becomes more fluid and malleable, distortion and
miscreations are brought to light. Note that there is no judgment on what
occurred. Nothing requires payback or punishment of any kind. Apply this to your
lifestream so you can unify with the higher levels.
Our lifestream is becoming somewhat intense as our consciousness expands to
take in all that it has created. Let it be, don’t identify (cling to) these aspects of
Self as they present. Ego wanted to name these, claim these mulitidimensional

aspects because they appeared to be bigger, stronger, more interesting than our
lower Self. We have been abandoning that since early this year. It is clear that
what we are becoming, what we are accomplishing on this planet, in this realm, in
these physical bodies is just as – if not more – amazing.
Light language and tones may interrupt your thoughts – or dominate them – as
the merge deepens. This is a liaison skill. It is not intended to be all light language
or all grounded language. It is Unity; the liaison of Triality. When it is in the highest
interests, either will be utilized. Engage discernment with your communication –
note when the subconscious desires to be heard, and when your higher wisdom
desires silence and integration.
The Fractal
The veil is now self-imposed as our consciousness catches up to perceiving what
occurred almost a year ago. Distortion/illusion cannot be maintained as you level
up. The fractal geometry that you are is returned to a sacred state, bit by bit, as
you surrender the lower level constructs. If you begin to see your light signature
building around you, this is why.
As the fractals of your expression are puritized, divinitzed for the merge, the body
consciousness needs you to act in its highest interests. This passage is tough on
the body. Holding higher light frequencies rewrites the cellular structure, which
affects all of the physical: the organs, nervous system, bone structure, muscles,
tendons, skin, cardiovascular systems, blood and DNA. Cells are activated to
return to a divine state; if they are floating in the flotsam of an old creation, they
will not be able to create your true self.
You may become sensitive to witnessing other’s egos, emotions or mind-level
behaviors. We see the division occurring, then witness it without judgment, then
transcend it as we Unify with our Christed state. It’s an awareness game until you
are done playing. In this world but not of it: Our focus expands to much more

powerful and compassionate endeavors.
Everything is complimenting this Shift. External energetics – the photonic
bombardment of your beingness (X-flares, Solar Wind, Plasma) – can only push
the envelope so far. The merge is a Co-Creation with your Higher Levels, so
preparation and participation are essential.
•

Notice the distractions and release them.

•

Notice your choices and shift as needed.

•

Process and release the deeper issues as they surface. The subconscious
is unmasked as the magnetic buffer dissipates.

•

All of your experiences are fine, but don’t get stuck if you desire to move
forward. Remember who you are and what you are doing here.

•

Take a look at your Ascension progress: forget about who is seeing/doing
what, dismiss the mind-level game of activity, egoic win-or-lose, and
emotional constructs of lack and need. Truth check: The glass is always
full – our cups runneth over when we lift the veil.

You and your Higher Self need privacy to create a new expression. You and
Source need intimate space to reconnect. Silence is indeed GOLDEN right now.
The finish of 2013 is key to our ascension process and progress. Minimize
distraction and surrender to the Silence, the Stream, the Fractal of Source-asSelf.

Pure Light for Pure Conduits
October 28, 2013
Notice the change in the Magnetosphere’s reaction to the recent X and M flares.
These waves of light are different – they cannot be measured by traditional
electro-magnetic standards. The KP index doesn’t show the usual impact of a
typical CME or flare activity – for days and days now. It looks like the chart is
broken after watching the impact of past flares. So what is this?
Incoming waves of photonic purity
The current wave of light frequencies, which will become much more intense
beginning this week, are highly refined particles of light. These purer photonic
light waves are the answer to our questions Why do I feel like something
wonderful is about to occur? andWhat is the purpose of my need for solitude,
isolation, silence?
The merge passage is upon us. Personally, I have noticed a big jump in (5D and
above) lightbeing activity. This is a perception change; quite simply I AM seeing
more, hearing more, feeling more of the frequencies because the new light
supports it. All of these beautiful beings are more present because I AM taking the
time to merge more deeply with my higher aspects. The companion piece to this
new light was the preparation for it: the clearing, the detoxing, the silence, the
willingness to be open to it. All of that work is paying off. The experience of
consistent Unity with these higher realms is absolute Grace. I AM watching
aspects of myself coagulate in preparation for something new.
The November Merge
November keeps presenting as a vital window for an intense stage of the merge.
My Higher Self seems to be involved in the technicalities of the merge (a

fascination of mine – as above, so below). I AM blessed to be relieved of mindlevel processing right now; all of my direction is about stillness, silence, writing
down what presents. It feels like something that will be helpful later, like trail
markers left behind for others on the same path. True Wayshowing is very
straight-forward: demonstrate how this is done, share the experience along the
way.
How to walk through this passage
I still feel that this passage – now through December – will be glorious for those
on the Ascension path including Wayshowers, Gatekeepers and those in Service
to the Light. Why single out a group of the awakened? Because the folks who
have opened their lifestream to be out, open and leading the collective through
this Shift have set up a magnetic which draws the new experience right into their
expression. By sharing the journey, doing the work, and embracing the change,
we turned ourselves into conduits of the new light. Willingness to walk into the
unexplored passage gives you the KEY to those unopened doors. Some walk
through, some watch others walk through before moving forward. No judgment,
that’s just the roles we agreed to play.
For some, becoming Guardians of the New Light demands surrender on a
Galactic or Universal level. In this passage, the lower expression (in-carnate)
must give up any attachments to what was, is or will be. All of us will have a
unique role, unique experience during the merge. Let us remember that we have
not done this before in the body. No matter what you have heard (we are Masters
already, we’ve done this before, it is inevitable, it’s already happened), the merge
is to be experienced as a unique expression of Source. So be it. There will be
collective experiences and side-effects (symptoms), however we must honor what
our Higher Levels want to create.
Enjoy your unique experience. Know that everyone feels a little lonely right now.
Know it may feel freaky. Going sane feels a lot like going crazy; give your higher

levels the opportunity to take over. We’re not leveling up with our ego, emotions
or mind-level in tact. You need to give your Higher levels a chance to create the
miraculous. Honor it with whatever makes you feel connected to your Higher Self,
and be flexible as the merge unfolds. Be in nature to receive the pure vibration,
and sleep (lay down, be still) so the integration/adjustments can occur. Meditate.
Higher levels of light translate to higher levels of creator skills, so be aware and
conscious of your choices right now. Amplification will pick up during this window,
and I do not feel this is the time to create anything complex other than the merge
itself. Isn’t that enough? Convince your mind/ego/emotions to be satisfied with
just this experience. They may rebel out of fear; engage your spiritual maturity
and let the nonsense go.
Creating in alignment with the true you may have to wait until significant shifts
occur in early November. Give it some space to show you what you are truly
becoming. Surrender the doing and busy-ness if you can; I promise it will be
profound if you focus on your Ascension process.
Experiments in Isolation
My guidance is asking for several days of fasting and isolation. I understand why,
and know this is the best way I can support what is happening collectively in the
higher realms. When I look at it, it feels like the last great purge of a collective
dynamic – both painful and profound. Gatekeepers were released from collective
density, now it feels like the body vehicle will undergo some major energetic
changes in order to support a full embodiment of spirit (higher levels). I will write
when guided to share – I see an update prior to the November 3 Eclipse as the
waves come in this week.
Obviously something wonderful is about to unfold. Let us hold each other in our
hearts as these waves of light honor our magnetic intent to become the NEW.

Video: New Light Waves
October 28, 2013
I was guided to create a video to amplify light encodements with the words of my
last two articles. There are incoming waves of light which support an acceleration
of the merge. This is an audio of my two latest articles: *The Silence, the Stream,
the Fractal* and *Pure Light for Pure Conduits* ~ with footage of the Sunset from
atop Mount Shasta. This video is light-encoded to assist your progress if you
choose to receive it. Many blessings as we receive these waves of deep change.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8vtLYb4IROI

November Waves and Responsible Creation
November 14, 2013
These intense photonic waves of light, which will increase and continue through
the end of December 2013, are un-creating the illusion. The Maya dissipates in
the light of truth, the light of love, the light of the galactic rewrite we are
experiencing right now. Today.
Guardians of the New Light take heed
The current light waves are of a substance which past Masters and Galactics
have not experienced in a physical body on a planet going through a dimensional
shift. This is the point where we – the grounded awakened and ascending
collective – must be very clear about our choices and our Ascension process.
In order to stay focused on the Ascension timeline, you must hold firm to your
heartstream. The activations available now are continuous, powerful and
purposeful.
Source-point of the Heart-Stream
The Heart-Stream is centered at a Source-point of light within the Heart Center. It
centers your lifestream (all expressions of you) around a stream of Source
consciousness right in the heart. Like a flow within a flow. I see my Source-point
as a tiny version of my light signature shining within each of my expressions,
connecting us all with Source. This Source-point is an aspect of the lifestream
which connects all the expressions of Self. It was activated last year during the
liquid light God-drop activation (October 2012). AS ALWAYS, when several of the
ascending collective take on a new aspect of the process, such as the God-drop,
it becomes available to all of the collective through their focused intent to receive

and activate it.
A heartstream flowing in the Light, geometry and magnetics of the higher
dimensional expressions of the 5D you and the 5D Gaia is your key to the
gateway through this passage. LOCK ONTO IT. The stream-lock is created by
you; you must choose to lock onto the the intelligence of the Source-spark within
your heart. It is a palpable, strong stream of lovelight intelligence. You will FEEL
this energetic stream flowing upwards and around your body – from the heart
itself – like a pillar of light connecting you, the ascended Self, and the ascended
planet. It is PURE Source light; very powerful and very pure.
Pure Grace and Divine Will
Surrender is such passionate bliss right now! Yeah … except when it isn’t. It is
getting easier, and the beauty of this new light (notice the clarity?) is intoxicating.
Staying in my heartstream is saving my In-Carnate Self from getting entangled in
the visions of what is ahead of us. My Higher Self and the Masters, Star Brethren
and Guidance realms are helping me as best they can. I keep seeing them
standing back as the collective goes through the energetic wringer (like an oldfashioned wringing machine for clothes). All they can do is watch and send love –
they haven’t done this themselves.
Remember that everyone must obey Cosmic Law; higher realms can only provide
support if the energy is reciprocated. Send LOVE, light and strength to the higher
realms as we level up through the wringer. I AM going through this intense phase
with my heartstream focused on Divine Will and Unification. I send love to the
beings who support me, and it allows them to send me more. We are learning this
law quickly, we are learning our Mastery quickly. The anticipation you may feel is
Ascension itself. How exciting to be consciously co-creating a new reality. Be
grateful, even when the deeply embedded old systems are wrestled out of your
consciousness. Say thank you.

Doom and other distractions
Enough already with the questions about collapse. If you cannot find satisfaction
for your doom appetite here, there is a good reason for that. Fear is a great
marketing tactic, and I cannot reiterate that enough.
Of course this passage is going to be rough and weird and wonderful. Please
remain calm through the collective flail. Changes during a dimensional shift are
NORMAL. Earth changes are normal. Speeding comets are normal. ET
interaction is normal. Collective rewrites are normal. Blasting of the lower level
egoic, emotional and thought forms are NORMAL during a Shift in consciousness.
The unusual aspect of this particular Shift is the Ascension of HUmans to a newlyascended higher expression of a planetary consciousness. You will not learn to
activate Source Light in programs designed to disempower and distract.
Conspiracy forums and other nonsense are old programs aimed at restricting
HUman ascension. Some may have started with good intentions to wake people
up, then forgot to evolve above the old programs. As the gap between
intent/focus/thought and manifestation in your personal lifestream disappears, I
highly recommend disconnecting from any remaining attachments to negative
programs. Unfortunately, it is also normal for people to use suffering as a safety
net when change feels scary.
Conspiracy programs are very clever – they convince you to create realities which
do not exist anymore. It teaches you how to create a barrier between you and the
truth; an energetic encasement of your expression fed by low-vibrational
thoughtforms and emotional triggers. (Clever move, dear dark ones. Well played.)
These are OLD programs which do not serve the new light, which means a whole
lot of folks are missing out on the truth of ascension. Ironic, as people are
convinced they are finding the truth through these programs. Doubly ironic since
the energies which built these programs got the cosmic boot already, and yet
HUmans continue to create them.

The doom timelines have already dissipated, there is no need to be concerned
about their survival at all. However, as the old constructs crumble it may become
very difficult for those without heart-center coherence to decipher what is true,
what is illusion, and what is absolutely aimed at inhibiting their own evolution.
To clarify: these new light waves are not out to get them, or old structures and
systems. Anyone still focusing on the Shift as some kind of biblical, destructive
tool aimed at crushing the dark is way. off. the. mark. Same goes for the waiting
game on collapse – what a frustrating and disempowering ride that must be. I
encourage everyone stuck in the global collapse waiting room to read or watch
Beckett’s Waiting for Godot.
The Shift is Planetary as well as HUman, Gaia’s as well as many HUman
ascensions have already occurred, and the dense time-delay is disappearing
quickly. This applies to instant manifestation of positive, heart-based thought as
well as instant manifestation of subconscious baggage of the old operating
systems. Masks off, Kachina … what have you created under there?
Command and decree it NOW

If you have not done this already, command your immediate release from all 3D
and 4D operating systems and programs. Bind them up and out of you to the
Sun, release them to Source, whatever your method is right now (for the love of
Source, PLEASE do not dump it back into the planetary grids or crystalline grids.
Get it outta here, we have a dimensional Shift in progress and Mama Gaia needs
your help to clear her, not contaminate her.) Be sure to clear the cellular memory
of those systems – as well as your Soul and Family Monads. Decree it, draw it
out, yell it out, cry it out, burn it out, wash it out, whatever you need to do. Those
systems do not support a 5D existence. Disengage.
Yes, we’re doing some heavy lifting for the collective by doing this private work.

That’s our job (a clue for those still waiting for a magic mission to appear). Do
your best to maintain the love of Source-point heartstream consciousness. First
wavers, this will be especially helpful in the next few months. Lock onto your
interdimensional heartstream and take care of the body as best you can.
Revelations and Reminders
I was shown I have a Guardian expression … oh, there is so much revelation
happening these days. All we can do is take the note and stay open to the new,
new, new. This isn’t about what was, rather what we are becoming. I AM
completely bored with conversation about aspects of Self. Beloveds, in my
perspective, the I AM this race, I AM an aspect of that being, deity, etc. chatter is
just scenery. It is not the end result, it is what was.
Focus on what you are creating right now as you integrate all aspects of Self. Be
aware of TRIALITY: highest interests of all concerned, not in the highest interests,
or not applicable to my journey (none of my business). Responsible creation is
important as our creator skills are amplified. If a mis-creation or aspect is getting
stuck in the wringer, let it go.
Remember that 4D is the astral plane of consciousness – a plane we used to
access only in dream state (or plant/psychedelic substances). We have to
observe it on our way to 5D. Lingering in the dreamy, freaky realm of the astral –
believing the illusions – can inhibit your stability, as well as your ascension. LOCK
your heartstream on that pure Source-point. The physics of it – the higher
vibrational shield it provides – will act as a protective energetic which keeps you
centered and lucid during this passage.

Gateway of the Heart Center
November 22, 2013
The Light Wave of the November 23rd Aion alignment (a merkaba forms around
the Sun) is already pouring in as I write this. The gateway of November 23 – 29 is
upon us and I AM excited for this passage as these dates have presented to me
for a while.
We have intense photonic-magnetic light hitting our beloved star, the Sun, which
contains transformative rays for those on the Christed path, and the gift of
awakening for others. Many wayshowers and light servers have been in deep
release of 3D/4D systems, programs, and structures for weeks. Some have
released soul and family monad structures and wounds; consciously taking one
for the team. This work is necessary if you have dischord in your lineage; it can
tether you to collective belief systems. You’ll feel the release in the physical (pain,
aches, illness) as it detaches. Since the physical is trying to keep up with the
photonic demands for freedom and harmony, it is best to do this work now.
Releasing has been purposeful and the light will continue to push the envelope
for initiates. As you consciously and willfully surrender to the changes within, the
external world will begin to look very different. As you lift your own veils – the
barriers between you and your true Self – there is clarity and a deep sense of
wisdom. Hold your heart and breathe yourself back to that Source Point in the
Heart Center as often as needed.
Keep focused on sending light through the heart center; it is becoming a
generator of pure Christed light. Let the heart center do the work without the mind
attempting to control it. This is presenting right now – the heart center is receiving
the signal from this new light to morph into its Solar Christed state. You feel the

physical shifts in the chest area – poking, moving, pinching, fluttering, burning –
however the main focus is the light, the new dawn, the rising Sun, the
transfiguration of the physical from the heart outward.
Keep your heartstream locked on the flow of this new light. Let it bathe you in
Christ consciousness, and drop whatever does not match that vibration. Hold your
intention to be the purest conduit of this new light and the I AM presence/Christ
consciousness, then align everything you do, say, think and feel to that intention.
Unity consciousness demands internal stability. An unwavering dedication to the
higher light must be maintained, and pure service will always be ignited through
the heart, not the mind. As these waves of light purify and divinitize everything in
their path, only the true Self in resonance with the new light shall remain. It
becomes more difficult to deny the Higher Self as the Shift unfolds, however if
your intention is to embody the I AM and Christed Self then you must align with
that frequency from moment to moment.
Surrendering to this step of Mastery means a great deal of light will be
penetrating the cellular structure. It changes the body. This evolutionary jump time
from one form to another means your body needs your care, focus and dedication
to its highest interests. For those of us experiencing the (dramatic) vertigo of the
last week or so, it should be clear that the magnetic balancing act of Gaia, Sun
and Heart Center will be very physical at times. Even when the waves are literally
pushing us to the ground (or upgrading our up/down right/left equilibrium systems
into a less dualistic, more multidimensional magnetic balance), find stability in the
Source point, right in the Heart. It may feel like a stormy boat ride (dizziness,
nausea) as we shift, restabilize, shift, restabilize.
I AM guided to fast, meditate, receive and amplify the light available during this
passage. Since we are so connected to the Sun, we may feel the effects of ISON
as it loops around the Sun on November 27-29. I invite gatekeepers and those in
service to the light who are feeling the SUNrise to send out this photonic-

magnetic light from the Heart through the collective for harmony, balance, love
and stability during this passage. Many blessings for a beautiful gateway
experience!

Early 2014: Shift of Collective Reality
December 6, 2013
Beloved Light Tribe, the moment of revelation has presented. Gaia is taking off
the mask to reveal her 4D shift in early 2014. Awakened or not, here she comes.
At long last, mass awakening is about to begin.
The photonic light waves penetrating the planet will continue to increase in
intensity. By the end of December, the Ascending to 5D tribe will experience deep
shifts in consciousness, with major amplifications from January through March
equinox. These are unique to your level of light and willingness to engage with the
unknown.
The unawakened collective will (finally) see unusual changes – and start
questioning their reality. I sense most will be distracted by Earth changes or
personal phenomena before they realize Unity is the goal of this evolutionary
passage, however great waves of awakening are expected in early 2014.
Mass Awakening to Light
Photonic evolution targets our perception, dissolving the self-imposed veils. At
this juncture, Unity is best served by collective experience. It is up to the
Ascending collective to demonstrate that the Shift is about Love, Compassion and
Oneness.
Wayshowers, we must focus on Love. Heightened emotional states triggered in
the collective will require balance on our part. Hold and radiate LOVE to all life on
this planet. Be gentle, kind and patient. Be a pure conduit of Source Light
Intelligence; generate a flow of Light from the God spark within. Keep the Heart
center open and flowing through the internal Source-Point as the external aligns

with the highest interests of all concerned.
Magnetic Harmony
Magnetic balancing is busy during this passage. Sensitives may feel it in the body
as vertigo, dizziness or nausea. Gaia experiences shifts in her plates and grid
systems, and the elementals respond with weather intended to balance. Multiple
magnetic balancing points were created by many light teams throughout 20122013. They provide options for erratic electro-magnetic flows; multiple points for
magnetic surges to gravitate to, rather than a limited choice of North and South
poles. The sacred sites, vortexes, and portals on the surface of the planet will
assist in directing the new light to these new magnetic balancing points. Some
sites are already serving as balancing points themselves.
The intention with this system – and many other systems which were
implemented for this passage – is to provide as smooth a journey as possible for
Gaia, HUmanity and the Kingdoms. While it would be beautiful to sail through the
photon belt without Earth changes altogether, shifts must occur. They may appear
dramatic to those unaware of these compassionate efforts.
Weep with Joy, Dear Light Tribe
As powerful as the last three months have been for the Ascension tribe, we are in
for a whole lot more. Accelerations of this magnitude take conscious choice from
moment to moment. Beyond being present, be Presence. The grace and power of
your true self is being revealed; integrate it as it presents for you. True integration
means a permanent change.
Denial of the truth is no longer tolerated on both personal and planetary levels.
Don’t let your lower levels torture you if they cling to what was; surrender to who
you truly are as it is revealed. Expansion of consciousness can get overwhelming
as these new levels of light turn up the volume. Breathe, know all is well, find the
love (not the drama) in these upgrades.

One-way Departure
The Ascending tribe is experiencing deep revelations, dimensional bleed-through
phenomena, profound stillness and sensations of departure. Remember this is a
permanent departure from the past. The Collective intuition senses that the 3D
platform is no longer there, which triggers stability issues. Keep the personal and
collective psychological affects in balance by breathing in acceptance of change,
staying open to the flow of the Shift and focusing on heart intelligence. This light
can be overwhelming; simplify wherever you can.
The December – March Shift will be brilliant and challenging. Remain calm and
centered in your Heart-stream. Anchor love, peace and compassion with every
conversation, every action, every thought. Let us unite as shining examples of
what Ascension is all about. Guide everyone around you to the Light by
demonstrating how beautiful it is to embody the highest Love.

